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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is an ethnoarchaeological study of the organization of traditional
pottery manufacture the barrio of Paradijon, Gubat, Sorsogon Province, the
Philippines. The potters of Paradijon have been drawn into political competition
between elite members of the community, which has led to factionalism among the
potters themselves. This research uses a case study approach to identify how
traditional, independent potters become Involved in elite competition, and the effect
such involvement has on traditional pottery manufacture and its material record.
The organization of ceramic production has become a mainstay in archaeological
investigation. Within the case study context, this research seeks to contribute to the
field along several fronts. First, this research re-examines the topic of the
organization of production and suggests that the use of Contingency Theory will
advance archaeological understanding of organizational behavior. Second, the
participation of independent craft specialists in elite competition is described and
explained. Third, a detailed analysis of the traditional technology of production in
Paradijon is provided and the rejection of modem pottery technology introduced by
the Philippine federal government is examined. Fourth, a social network analysis is
used to illustrate the effect of factionalism on informal organizational complexity
within specialist communities. And fifth, this research tests the ability of Instrumental

Neutron Activation Analysis for discerning factional competition in the material
record, and illustrates the ways in which sociopolitical behavior creates patterning
material culture.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
From a variety of evidence, ranging from kilns to potsherds, archaeologists
attempt to reconstruct the context in which ancient pottery was manufactured. They are
interested in the organization of ceramic production for a basic reason: specialization in
productive endeavors and the rise in the complexity of productive organizations signals
important changes in the societal complexity of ancient cultures (Rice 1987). The
complexity of productive organizations, they argue, is intertwined with complexity in
other areas of society, including politics, U-ade, and social stratification (Clark and Parry
1990).
To assist the archaeological study of ancient forms of pottery production, several
archaeologists have conducted ethnographic studies of modem pot-makers (examples
include Arnold, D.E. 1971, 1981, 1993,1999; Arnold, P.J. Ill 1991; Balfet 1965;
Braithwaite 1982; David 1972; David and Hennig 1972; Deal 1988; DeBoer and Lathap
1979; Foster 1960; Hardin 1983; Herbich 1987; (Cramer 1985; Kobayashi 1994; Lathrap
1983; London 1989; Longacre 1981,1985, 1999; Matson 1974; Miller 1985; Nelson
1991; Nicldin 1981; Peacock 1982; Reinaand Hill 1978; Rice 1978a, 1984; Santley,
Arnold, and Pool 1989; Shepard 1963; Sinopoli 1986; Skibo 1992; Stanislawski 1978;
Stark, B, 1984; Thompson 1958). These ethnoarchaeological projects have illustrated
many different forms of pottery production and have helped to refine archaeological
reconstructions of past pot-making practices. This dissertation continues in this tradition
and seeks to expand archaeological understanding of organizational complexity in potmaking communities.
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The archaeological literature on specialization and organization of production has
created order out of organizational variability quite successfully (Arnold 1985; Benco
1987; Brumfiel and Earle 1987; Clark and Parry 1990; Costin 1991; Peacock 1982; Rice
1981,1987, 19991, Santley 1989; Sinopoli 1988; Tosi 1983; ven der Leuww 1977).
However, these works are not designed to capture the dynamic nature of organizations,
nor do they have access to the kinds of data needed to address some of the causes of
organizational change. While ethnoarchaeological studies have provided insightful looks
into the internal dynamics of pot-making communities, they typically have observed potmaking systems under normal operating conditions. But, organizational behavior or
action, the dynamic aspect of productive organizations, that may lead to changes in
organizational complexity, is most likely to occur when an organization is under stress
from political, economic, or ecological forces. Also, underlying organizational
structures, which may be invisible during normal operation, are more likely to be visible
during times of stress.
The following ethnoarchaeological study of the organization of ceramic
production examines a community of specialists under severe stresses and constraints
from political and ecological forces. It seeks to capture the dynamic nature of
organizational behavior and addresses the material outcomes of such behavior.
The following research is a case study that investigates the internal workings of a
single group of specialists, the potters of Paradijon, Southern Luzon, the Philippines.
This work builds on previous studies of the organization of production by illustrating that
both formal and informal organizational structures occur within specialist communities.
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and that both structures create patterns in material culture. In addition, it will be shown
that the relationship between independent specialists and political elites may become
quite complex during times of political turmoil. The current situation in Paradijon
provides an uncommon opportunity to investigate these relationships and how they may
create patterns discernible through archaeological methods. Taking a middle-range
approach, this study examines the organizational behavior of pottery producers and its
contribution to the spatial patterning in clay composition at community and regional
scales.
In brief, through their dependency on elites for access to clay resources, the potters of
Paradijon have become embroiled in a bitter political battle between two elite
members of the community. As a result, the enclave of potters split into two
opposing factions, each supporting one of the political rivals. Depending on which
rival they have an alliance with, the potters obtain clay from different sources. Many
questions arise from this situation - How do independent craft specialists become
involved in political competition? How does this affect complexity in the
organization of production? Do formal and informal organizational structures of
production reflect alliances and factional membership? How do these structures, in
turn, create patterns in the production and distribution of material culture? Are
archaeological methods, such as Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis, capable
of discerning these patterns? These are the questions this research seeks to answer.
In the process, this research also proposes the use of organizational theory for
explaining organizational behavior.
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It is not the purpose of this research to provide unequivocal archaeological
correlates for the organization of production, though some indications of direct and
indirect evidence of factionalism are identified. Nor is the purpose to tell a cautionary
tale. Rather, this research is intended to be a first effort at unpacking organizational
behavior, which lies at the middle-range between archaeological evidence and inference,
as well as between individuals and social complexity.

Description of Paradijon
Paradijon is a small barrio in the town of Gubat, which boasts a population of
around fifteen thousand people, who speak the Bicol language. Gubat lies along the
eastern coast of Southern Luzon, in Sorsogon Province the Philippines (Figure 1.1). Like
much of the Philippines, with its long history of colonization, first by Spain and then by
the United States, Gubat is increasingly tied into the global economy and is rapidly
modernizing. However, amongst the poorest inhabitants, who do not have the capital for
full participation in the modem economy, there remain enclaves that hold on to
traditional means and organization of production. The potters of Paradijon are one such
enclave, and though embedded in the modem state of the Philippines, they retain their
traditional techniques of pottery production. The main method of vessel forming is
paddle/anvil, clays are mixed by hand, and the finished pots are fired in an open bonfire.
Pottery production in Paradijon may be classified as community specialization, in
that they are "autonomous individual or household-based production units, aggregated
within a single community, producing for unrestricted regional consumption" (Costin
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1991:8). The production centers around the household and several of its

Bulan

Figure 1.1: Map of Philippines and Sorsogon Province.

members participate in various stages of pottery manufacture.. However, it is the women
of the household who are considered "potters," while the men and children play ancillary
roles in production. There are a total of forty potters in Paradijon. However, the intensity
of effort related to potting varies widely, ranging from intermittent to full-time. Three
sessions of fieldwork were conducted in Paradijon (Figures 1.2 and 1.3) during the
summers of 1991, 1994, and 1995. Eight months of in-community time were spread over
this five-year period. The longitudinal nature of the fieldwork provides a "before and
during" view of the factionalism in Paradijon. This timing was completely fortuitous.
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Figure 1.2: Map of Study Area, The Barrio of Paradijon.

Figure 1. 3: Overview of the Barrio of Paradijon. Looicing East, Toward the DENR Kiln.

Pot-making in Paradijon has been investigated previously. In 1981, Gloria
London spent several weeks in Paradijon studying individual variation in production
styles among the potters (London 1991). Paradijon pots have also been measured by
William A. Longacre, who has been visiting the community regularly since the mid1970's, and included in studies of vessel standardization (Longacre, Kvamme, Kobayashi
1988; Kvamme, Stark, Longacre 1996).

Organization of the Dissertation
To place this research in the proper theoretical context, Chapter 2 discusses the
archaeological literature on the organization of pottery production. It will be argued that
while the many typologies created for classifying organizations effectively deal with the
observed variation in productive organizations, the static nature of these typologies gives
little indication of how or if organizations move up the scale of complexity. Along the
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same lines, it will be suggested that the generalized nature of these classifications give
little indication of the internal dynamics of particular organizational forms. In addition, it
will be argued that these studies overlook the complex relationships that independent
producers have with elites, as well as the relationship between technology and the
organization of production. An approach to organization theory known as Contingency
Theory will be proposed to explain the observed variability in organizational forms as
well as organizational behavior.
Chapter 3 begins with a discussion of factional theory within archaeology. The
story of the Paradijon factionalism will then be told. This tale of political intrigue and
conflict will be used to assess the models of factionalism and specialist/elite interactions
that have been proposed in the archaeological literature. The creation of formal
organizational structures as result of specialist/elite interactions and environmental
uncertainties will be addressed.
Chapter 4 examines the use of technology in Paradijon pottery production. After
an overview of the production process, a behavioral chain analysis is used to illustrate the
describe the production technologies currently used in Paradijon. This analysis illustrates
the nature of the production in terms used by Contingency Theory, as well as identify
potential lines of archaeological evidence for reconstructing the factional competition.
The chapter ends with a discussion of the failure of government attempts at technological
development in Paradijon.
To illustrate the informal social structure of the specialist community. Chapter 5
will apply a social network analysis to the commimity of potters for the purpose of
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illustrating the informal organization of production in Paradijon. This analysis will also
describe the relationship between the informal social structure of the pottery producers
and their membership in factional parties. The impact of the factionalism on informal
political complexity within the potting community will be demonstrated.
Chapter 6 will address the potential for archaeological evidence of factional
competition in productive communities. Based on the analyses in chapters 4 and 5, this
examination will illustrate how the social relations of production and distribution create
patterning in data generated with Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis.
Some concluding thoughts are provided in Chapter 7. The research is reviewed
and the importance of the focus on organizational behavior in studies of the organization
of production is emphasized.
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CHAPTER 2: THE ORGANIZATION OF PRODUCTION
This research seeks to contribute to the burgeoning literature on the organization
of production by phrasing the topic of study in a slightly different maimer. Rather than
studying the organization of production per se, this research investigates the
organizations of production. This change of emphasis is more than semantic and is
designed to place organizations themselves at center stage and in this manner make
organizational behavior the phenomenon under study. The emphasis on organizations
and organizational behavior will allow a new set of questions to be raised regarding the
dynamic nature of traditional productive organizations.
For purposes of this dissertation, 1 define organizational behavior as the creation,
maintenance, and dissolution of the structures, both physical and social, which regulate
productive activities. Organizational behavior includes such activities as contracting for
raw materials to insure steady supplies, the division of labor, management practices,
stockpiling and warehousing, rationing or leveling of demand, vertical integration,
distribution agreements, and creating boundary-spanning units to deal with external
agencies. Organizational behavior is not random. Rather it is based on bounded
rationality on the part of the actors, who undertake organizational behavior in response to
uncertainties in the technology of and envirorunent surrounding production.
Organization behavior will be discussed further following a review of current
archaeological approaches to the organization of production.
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Archaeological Perspectives on the Organization of Production
The archaeological literature on the organization of production has had two
primary concerns: 1) explaining and identifying the rise of craft specialization and 2)
classifying, explaining, and identifying the wide variety of organizational forms that
occur in human societies. Of\en these concems are combined in a somewhat confusing
manner, as in Costin's important treatment of the subject, where organizational forms are
considered ''types of specialization" (1991:4 emphasis in original). While certainly
related, the two issues are nonetheless distinct. The identification of specialization
measures the economic interdependency of an economic system, while the classification
of organizational forms assesses the complexity of cooperative behavior in distinct
groups within the economy. However, the processes that lead to specialization in the
economy are different from the processes that structure complexity in productive
organizations. Many of the confusions that arise from this conflation of issues are a
resuh of defining specialization (and types of specialization) in ways that are "relatively
straightforward to operationalize archaeologically (Costin 1991:43)." While this is a
necessary step for making the study of the organization of production useful to
archaeologists, it is not necessarily the best approach for the investigation of
organizational behavior. Indeed, this research seeks to study organizations in a manner
that is geared to both organizational theory and archaeological identification, and thus
will address Rice's (1987:170) complaint that "the relation between archaeological and
ethnographic studies of the economics of pottery production has been limited by the lack
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of common analytical units and behavioral concepts that can be addressed by both
disciplines."
The archaeological literature contains a surfeit of models for the organization of
production (Arnold 1985; Benco 1987; Brumfiel and Earle 1987; Clark and Parry 1990;
Costin 1991; Peacock 1982; Pool 1992; Rice 1981,1987,1991; Santley 1989; Sinopoli
1988; Tosi 1983; van der Leeuw 1977). While the typologies created by van der Leeuw
(1977) and Peacock (1982) were at one time the most often cited (Costin 1991:5), the
more recent synthesis of the topic by Costin (1991) is now clearly at the forefront of the
literature, as evidenced by numerous archaeological analysis structured on her fourparameter typology (for an example, see the papers in Mills and Crown 1995).
Costin's (1991) typology of productive organizations is based on four parameters,
context, concentration, scale (composition), and intensity. In defining these parameters
Costin has drawn from the literature those aspects that archaeologists deem important. In
her use of these parameters, Costin sought to define the organization of production in a
manner that should be relatively "easy" to identify archaeologically. Although Costin
presents these parameters as continua, she nonetheless largely uses their presence or
absence when creating a typology of organizational forms (Costin 1991:10, Table 1.1).
The many typologies of productive forms proposed by archaeologists have
successfully described the range of variability observed in modem human societies. In
particiilar, they have identified the crucial distinctions of household-based vs. workshop
production and independent vs. attached specialists. However, there are several
problems with the largely typological approach to the organization of production.
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Foremost, little attention has been paid to organizational change or the dynamic nature of
organizations. Given the inherently static nature of classifications, this is to be expected.
Explanations for the observed variability tend towards multilineal models of evolution
borrowed from cultural ecology, in which organizations are seen as a variable dependent
on the environment. This approach deals well with understanding diversity, but it lags
behind in explaining change. The issue of how organizations in a particular society move
from one stage to another is largely ignored. Basic issues of transformational or adaptive
change versus evolutionary change or replacement have not been adequately addressed.
With regard to models for elite interaction with specialist groups, these typologies
are indeed "monolithic" (as Feinman [1999] recently dubbed them). Earle (1981) and
later others (Brumfiel and Earle 1987; Costin 1986; Gero 1983; Hagstrum 1985, 1989;
Russel 1988) have addressed this elite/specialist interaction. The consensus is that there
are two kinds of specialists; independent and attached. Independent producers are free
from political control and produce for a generalized market, while attached producers are
"tethered" to elites and produce items restricted to elite consumption. Though political
constraints on independent producers are mentioned in passing (Costin 1991), there is no
consideration of the role of independent producers in elite competition.
Additionally, the role of technology is downplayed in organizational typologies,
where aspects of ceramic technology and technological change have been viewed as
consequences of evolving organizational forms (Arnold 1999:59). Recently Arnold
(1999:59) has argued that "technology may itselfhsNQ a causal influence on production
organization and constrain or stimulate the evolution of that organization (emphasis in
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original)." I agree with Arnold, but would argue that technology most certainly has a
causal influence on the behavior of organizations. Technology is clearly not the only
influence on orgeinizational behavior, but it is perhaps the most important. The
discussion of organization theory below will demonstrate this point.

Organization Theory
Any theory of organizational behavior should be able to predict or explain the
variability that Costin (1991) observes in the four parameters: 1) context, 2)
concentration, 3) scale, and 4) intensity. What is needed then, is a theory of
organizational behavior that uses archaeologically meaningful units. That is, one that
predicts and explains organizational behavior using variables that are inferable
archaeologically. Within the field of sociology, there exists a sub-discipline devoted to
the study of organization theory. However, most organization theory is either
inappropriate for archaeological use for it is too closely tied to modem industrial
corporations or uses aspects of organizations that will not be archaeologically visible.
Thus, more recent theoretical orientations, such as The New Institutionalism and
Organizational Ecology, are discarded.
Contingency Theory, however, appears to have concepts suitable for
archaeological needs. Presented in 1967 by James Thompson in Organizations in Action,
Contingency Theory centers on the concept that organizations act in rational ways to
reduce uncertainties from both external sources (the natural and social environment) and
intemal sources (technology). Because organizations are expected to produce results,
their actions are expected to be reasonable or rational. However, uncertainties pose
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major challenges to rationality, and technologies and environments are basic sources of
uncertainty for organizations. Thus, those organizations with similar technological and
environmental problems should exhibit similar behavior. Patterned variation in problems
posed by technologies and environments should result in systematic differences in
organizational action.
The elements of Contingency Theory applied in this research rest on one basic
assumption, that productive specialists desire to produce, and that they desire to do so in
a rational manner. Rationality in this usage is "bounded" (Simon 1957), in that people do
not seek to "maximize," they only seek to "satisifice," and they have imperfect
knowledge of their options and the consequences of their actions. To say that people act
with bounded rationality does not raise the ghost of "Economic Man". Indeed, the
concept of bounded rationality was developed in response to the "Economic Man" model
(Simon 1957).
Many factors, however, may challenge this desire, and such uncertainties may
stem from environmental (natural, socio-political, and economic) and technological
sources. Thus, organizational behavior occurs as a result of the dynamic natiu-e of this
relationship: specialists or groups of specialists (organizations) want to produce, while
uncertainties may hamper them from doing so.
At the heart of every productive organization lies at least one core technology
(Thompson 1967). For the purposes of this dissertation, the core technology in question
is pot-making. Pottery producing organizations seek to produce pots in a reliable
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manner, while uncertainties in the social and natural environments, as well as the
technology, may challenge their productive desires.
Organizations have three major components, input activities, technological
activities, and output activities (Thompson 1967). To ensure the reliability of
technological activities, the organization of production must be appropriately geared to
the demands of the core technology. If not geared appropriately, then the technological
activity becomes less reliable. In such instances, potters will undertake organizational
behavior to rectify the mismatch. For a simple example of this kind of behavior, we can
turn to Dean Arnold's ethnoarchaeological study of pottery production in Ticul, Yucatan
(1999). The Ticul potters have recently adopted a vertical half molding technique. As
Arnold explains the situation, the technique has placed new demands for space on the
potters. Molding technology produces many more, smaller items, which need a larger
drying area, thus creating a larger "footprint" (Arnold 1999); indeed a potter's
households may become rapidly overrun by finished product, hampering continued
production.
Amold's (1999:70) description of the Ticul situation highlight uncertainties stemming
from the core technology itself, as well as constraints placed by the environment:
If production is household-based, drying areas will compete with living areas, and
be subject to the risks of playing children, indiscrete domestic animals, leaking
roofs, and clumsy adults. Drying outside will, of course, alleviate this problem,
but it creates others. Rains may destroy drying pots and the heat of the sun and
the low humidity in the dry season may dry them too quickly causing them to
crack and break. Moving the vessels outside and then inside again increases the
risk of damage from movement. Even with drying outside, however, pots
eventually must be moved inside at night so that night rainfall and morning fog
and dew will not damage the vessels. The critical spatial context with the drying
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footprint of small vessels is thus the amount of interior space (emphasis in
original).

Arnold's description is an excellent example of uncertainties arising from both
internal and external sources: internally, the need for more drying space to accommodate
increased production of small vessels, and externally the conditions of the climate
(variability in humidity and rainfall) and other household demands for space. In
response, several potters have built extra-household buildings for storing and drying the
increased output. This is a classic example of creating a "buffer" so backlogs do not clog
the production process. In the case of Ticul, it has led to the development of extrahousehold workshops.
Ensuring reliable production can also mean changing the division of labor to fit
the "skills" need of the technology. An example of this kind of organizational behavior
can also be seen in Arnold's study of Ticul (1999). According to Arnold, the knowledge
required for successful firings is great and some workshops have created a position for a
"firing specialist." Thus, to ensure the reliable function of the productive process potters
have once again undertaken organizational behavior, this time in the form of a more
complex division of labor. Once again, this is organizational behavior in response to
internal or technological uncertainties.
Many observations in the ethnographic literature demonstrate how potters gear
their organization to fit the needs of technological rationality. Indeed, most ethnographic
accounts describe systems that are working under norms of rationality. For example.
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Rice's (1987:184) description of the division of labor in pottery workshops reflects this
aspect of organizations:
Workshops, whether individual or nucleated, often have explicit division of labor:
they include a thrower, several individuals who prepare the clay for throwing or
finish the vessels, and young assistants who tread the clay, turn the wheel and
perform other tasks. In addition, the workshop structure is typically divided Into
special activity areas for mixing clays, storing and drying clays and other supplies
such as firewood, forming and drying pots, and for kilns.
In this description one can see how the division of labor has been organized in a manner
that ensures a smooth and certain production process.
Uncertainty may also arise from external or environmental sources. Lack of
appropriate inputs or the ability to dispose of finished products are instances where
productive organizations face uncertainties from both the natural and socio-economic
environment. The unequal distribution of resources is an example of uncertainties from
the natural environment. Given this uncertainty, and the assumption of rationality,
follows the observation that "production will be nucleated because a community can
exploit efficiencies associated with locating production close to a resource that is
unequally distributed in the environment" (Costin 1991:14; see also Arnold 1985; Nicklin
1979; Rice 1981, Sanders 1956).
When external uncertainties occur, organizations may use a number of strategies
to minimize their effects (Thompson 1967). First, they will attempt to buffer their
technology with input and output strategies such as stockpiling, warehousing, and
rationing. If these strategies fail, they will seek to gain some measure of control over the
source of uncertainty, perhaps through contracting or co-opting. They may wish to bring
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the source of the uncertainty within their organizational domain. In general,
organizations will "grow" towards the sources of uncertainty.
An organization's domain consists of claims which an organization stakes out for
itself in terms of its 1) range of products or services, 2) technology, and 3) population
served (Thompson 1967). Thus, it is possible to define organizations by their domain.
The three parameters of Costin's (1991) that are specifically geared to organizational
relationships rather than individual specialists are included in the concept of
organizational domain. Context and concentration deal with the population served, elites
and market spheres, whereas scale is largely dependent on the labor requirements needed
to achieve technological rationality. It should be as easy to define the organizational
domain for prehistoric potters as it is to place them on Costin's four parameter matrix.
The organization's domain identifies the points where the organization is
dependent on inputs firom the environment (Thompson 1967). The composition of that
environment, the location within it of capacities, in turn determines upon whom the
organization is dependent (Thompson 1967:26-27). The capacity of the environment to
supply needed inputs may be concentrated or dispersed as is the capacity of the
environment to absorb the organization's output. The capacity of the environment to
supply inputs and absorb outputs is the major source of dependency for organizations.
Take, for example, "attached specialization." Organizations that serve elites are faced
with environments with very concentrated capacities; raw materials may be tightly
controlled by elites and outputs limited to elite consumption. Elites may be considered
important elements of their "task environment." However, this relationship may be
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viewed from the elite perspective, wherein the capacity of the environment to supply
highly skilled labor is very limited, thus elites may wish to bring particular production
activities within their domain, rather than letting the scarcity of skilled labor become an
uncertainty.
The concept of task environment is used to identify those parts of the environment
that are important to the organization. That is, task environments are defined as those
parts of the environment that are relevant or potentially relevant to goal setting and
attainment (Dill 1958). Just as no two domains are identical, no two task
environments are identical. Which individuals, which other organizations, and which
aggregates constitute the task environment for a particular organization is determined
by the requirements of the technology, the boundaries of the domain, and the
composition of the larger environment (Thompson 1967:28).
In the following chapter on factionalism, we shall see these concepts in action.
The Paradijon potters have an organizational domain that does not include the ownership
of clay-bearing lands, thus clay sources are part of their task environment. With clay
sources being controlled by landed elites, who also use the land for farming, the capacity
of the envirormient to supply materials for the production process is concentrated. Thus,
clay availability becomes a key uncertainty or critical contingency for the community of
potters. The organizational action they undertake to gain some measure of control over
this uncertainty is easily understood within the framework of contingency theory. The
behavioral chain analysis in chapter 4 will also serve to illustrate the potter's pursuit of
technological rationality.
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CHAPTER 3: FACTIONALISM
Archaeological studies of factionalism have called attention to the importance of
factional competition as a source of social transformation and have argued that
factionalism has spurred development in the spread of ceramic technology and maize
agriculture, the origins of permanently instituted leadership offices, and the expansion
and collapse of states (Brumfiel and Fox 1994). The interest in factional competition in
archaeology stems from a desire to add an agent-centered perspective on social change to
the dominant system-centered view of ecosystem approaches (Brumfiel 1992a). That is,
the study of factionalism seeks to understand the contribution of internal social dynamics
or political competition to changes in past cultural systems. Competition between factions
may play an important role in the emergence of social complexity; therefore,
Brumfiel(1992a) argues it should be examined more closely by archaeologists who tend
to focus on eco-system approaches rather than social agency. This emphasis on
individuals and agency is based on the recognition that human actors, and not reified
systems, are the agents of culture change (Brumfiel 1992a). However, this perspective is
tempered by the recognition that in studying specific sequences of change, including
those brought about by factionalism, it will be necessary to altemate between a subjectcentered and a system-centered analysis (sensu Giddens 1979).
Factions are defined as structurally and flmctionally similar groups, which
compete for resources or positions of power or prestige or both (Brumfiel 1994). In her
definition, Brumfiel understands factions to be groups engaged in political competition
which are neither classes nor functionally differentiated interest groups. Indeed, the
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structural and functional similarities have been noted by severed others (Boissevain 1964;
Sandbrook 1972; Siegel and Deals 1960). As Bujra (1973:138) remarks, conflicts often
begin between people who are more socially alike than different. Factional leaders come
from the elite sectors of society and are likely to share similar political goals. Thus
factionalism is unlikely to challenge the basic structure of society; instead, similar groups
are competing for power within the existing structure.
Brumfiel's statement on the underlying causes of factionalism is clear (Brumfiel
1992b:128):
Factional competition in complex societies is probably rooted in the same kinds of
disputes that arise in tribal societies - disputes of land, inheritance, marriage
contracts, etc. To these disputes at the lower level are added disputes among
ruling elites: disputes over rights to surplus extraction, and to positions of power
and prestige. Factions develop as commoners align themselves with elite patrons
in the hopes of channeling resources to their own disputes while elites support
their client's interests as a means of mobilizing resources for their own elite
pursuits. Thus society is divided by cleavages that cut vertically rather than
horizontally; factional competition prevails over class conflict

The issue of whether factionalism could serve as a mechanism for social change
has not been thoroughly explored (Brumfiel 1994). While elite/specialist interactions
during factional competition have been addressed, they focus on the relationship between
elite and attached specialist for the production of sumptuary goods used in alliance
building during times of political competition (Clark and Blake 1994; Spencer 1994).
The potential for alliance building and factionalism to cause changes in the structure of
independent specialist production has not been addressed at this time. The factionalism
in Paradijon provides an excellent case study to evaluate current models of factionalism
in regard to independent craft specialists. Put in terms of contingency theory, the
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political competition surrounding and involving the Paradijon potters may produce
uncertainties.

The Politics of Gubat
The current political strife in Paradijon has its roots deep in the history of Gubat.
To better understand the context of the factionalism, it is necessary to first take a brief
look at Gubat's history. The following account of Gubat's past is drawn from a brief
historical sketch written by the town librarian in 1979. In this chronicle we are
introduced to many of the elites (or their ancestors) that are feuding in Gubat, as well as
given insight into the social context from which to make sense out of the Paradijon
factionalism. While certain periods or events, such as martial law under the Marcos
regime or the rise of the communist New Peoples Army, are overlooked, the document
does a competent job of describing the events most Gubatenos find important.

Historical Background of Gubat, Sorsogon
Gubat, which in the local dialect of Bicol means "invasion, raid, or attack," got its
present name from the many raids it suffered during the early days of its existence.
These raids were perpetrated mostly by Moro pirates. It is said, however - and this is
generally believed ~ that the first settlement in Aramag (southwest of the town center)
was once attacked by a horde of fish locally known as bugiw.
Gubat traces its roots to descendants of the ten datus who purchased Paray Island
and who foimd their way to Sorsogon which was then part of Ibalon (Albay). They
established a settlement in Aramag. Due to frequent Moro raids the chieftain. Gat Silo,
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transferred the settlement and the inhabitants moved farther inland. However, they found
the place unsuitable because it was very far from the sea and their only means of
livelihood was fishing. The settlement was moved anew to Ariman, which was near the
sea and protected by dense nipa swamps.
It was in Ariman where the village was discovered by Spanish missionaries on
June 13,1731. These friars, along with members of the Spanish militia who were on
their way from Bacon to Bulusan, landed on the shores of Aramag after a heavy storm
had wrecked their ship in the Aramag Gulf the previous night. They followed a trail
which brought them to the Aramag settlement.
Coincidentally, Moro vintas which had presumably sought refuge in coves near
Malebago (now barrio Rizal, south of Gubat proper), were seen that June 13 morning
somewhere near the Malebago mangrove. Fearing another raid, the villagers ran away
shouting "gubat, gubat" ("a raid, a raid"). The astonished friars, thinking that the people
were afraid of them, tried to explain their presence and mission, but the people continued
rurming and shouting "gubat." The friar's questions as to the name of the place, which
the people did not understand anyway, got the same word "gubat" for an answer. True to
the inhabitant's fears, the Moros tried to land, but were driven away by the Spanish
soldiers. Somehow, these missionaries and militiamen made their way to Bulusan, where
the encounter between the soldiers and the Moros in a place called Gubat was reported
and recorded. Some of these missionary founders returned to Gubat to christianize the
people.
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After some time, the identification of the inhabitants became a confusing
problem, since many of them shared the same Christian names. Following an order of
Governor Harcino Claveria. Gubat's gobemadorcillo in 1789, Don Juan Fernando,
assigned surnames to the people of Gubat with the help of Father Ramon de Santa Ana.
The list of surnames which began with the letter "E' was brought by the Spanish soldiers
and missionaries who had just left with the authorities in Bacon all surnames beginning
with the letter "D" for disUnbution to the people of Bacon, a small town to the north.
During the revolt against the Spanish authorities in the 1890's, the young men of
Gubat were talked into taking up arms against the Spaniards. The Katipunan found many
sympathizers in the town and barrios of Gubat. Most notable amog of these local recruits
was Baldomoro Escobedo, who was present at Bagumbayan (now the famous Luneta)
when Dr. Jose Rizal was executed on December 30, 1896. Conscious of the oppression
being committed by his superiors as well as by the Spaniards in the Government, the
execution of Rizal awakened in Escodedo a love of his own country and the people and
spurred him into joining the Katipunan.
In 1899, when the Philippines revolted against the United States of America, a
revolutionary army was formally organized in Gubat by Col. Antonio Funez who was
sent to the province of Sorsogon by General Paua upon the recommendation of General
Vito Belarmino. The local revolutionary activities subsided sometime in 1900 when
news was received that General Emilio Aguinaldo had retreated to the north.
Through the leadership of Florentine Escurel, the Gubatenos peacefully
cooperated with the American military government. The establishment of civil
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government and the introduction of the people's right to choose their leaders freely
ushered in a new era in the affairs of governmental politics.
In the first popular election in 1911, in which only the male heads of families
voted, Proco pio Fajardo was elected Presidente Municipal (the new title given to the
town executive). The organization of political parties in the locality as well as the
people's participation in political battles drew friends and even closely knit families
apart. Most memorable among these were the bitter Clemente Villaroya - Hermenigildo
Encinas clash for the position of municipal presidente in 1922, and the Justino Encinas Juan Ramos fight for the same position in 1925. However, no matter how keen the
contests, the political campaigns were not without a sense of humor provided by the
leaders themselves. Likewise, the bitterness of political clashes did not prove to be a
barrier to friendly relations for, usually after the elections, Gubat's politicians buried the
hatchet, jokingly reminding one another of his reactions to political attacks. Even in the
early stages of the political game, however, corruption on the part of some politicians set
in, and as a result of tampering with the election returns these politicians, along with
some local public officials, were imprisoned in 1932.
Gubat's politicians did not confine themselves to local fights. Some tried their
luck in the battle for congressional seats, and among them only three succeeded, namely
Antonio Rocha in 1915, Justino Encinas in 1927 and his younger brother, Salvador
Encinas in 1953. This last served continuously as congressman of the first district of
Sorsogon from December 30, 1953 up to the abolition of Congress in January 1973.
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At the outbreak of the Second World War on December 8, 1941, many of Gubat's
young men rallied to the colors, and not a few of them offered their lives in defense of
democracy in Bataan and Corregidor, as well as in Atimonan, Quezon. Others who
survived the gun battles died in the concentration camps. Gubat was occupied by the
Japanese Imperial Army on December 14,1941, but the first actual gun battle occurred
on March 18,1942 in sitio Balig-ang, San Ignacio, where Rafael Padrique, a PC soldier,
single-handedly engaged a truckload of Japanese soldiers who had captured another PC
officer, Lt. Demdam, in the moming of that day. Padrique died on the spot, but not after
he had shot dead four of the invaders.
Guerrilla activities started even before the fall of Bataan and Corregidor and those
activities became all the more intensive after the surrender of the Fil-American forces in
Bataan on April 9,1942. Political bickering, however, divided the Sorsogon guerrilla
forces into two: one commanded by Gov. Salvador Escudero and the other under Major
Lapuz, the then PC provincial commander. Their fight for leadership resulted in
unnecessary killing of guerrillas themselves and civilian sympathizers. Most prominent
among these incidents, as far as Gubatenos are concerned, was the execution by
Escudero's men of Osmundo Espaldon, a captain in the Lapuz organization on December
30, 1943.
On January 10, 1945, the Escudero guerrillas under the leadership of Manuel
Olondriz and Manuel Escudero attacked the Japanese garrison in Gubat and drove the
Japanese away. These guerrillas took undisputed possession of the town until the
cessation of hostilities in June 1945. On August, 1945 when Japan's acceptance of
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unconditional surrender terms was formally armounced, a Thanksgiving mass was
solemnly celebrated in the local parish church.
The post-liberation days brought back politics to the people. In the elections that
followed, vote-buying became rampant. Having suffered so much during the war years,
the people took advantage of monetary offerings for their votes. Eventually, the practice
resulted in graft and corruption, but the people remained unmindful and instead paid
more attention to their livelihood like farming, fishing, abaca-slipper making, pottery,
and other productive activities.
In 1924, Father Tomas Bemales established the Gubat Catholic School, but this
folded up in 1963 due to lack of funds and the introduction of free primary education in
the public schools. In October, 1945, through the efforts of Don Ramon Dote, then a
member of the provincial board of Sorsogon, the Gubat High School came into existence.
It was first housed in the local hall, and was later transferred to its present site onto lands
donated by the Villaroya family in 1943.
Because of the increase in population, then mayor Angel R. Pura, Sr. found in
1957 the need to expand the town further westward. He caused the extension of
Padrique, Aguinaldo, and Herrera streets to connect with Bonifacio street, which he
widened. He also constructed a new road farther to the west connecting Aropag on the
south and Cota-na-Daco on the north. He named this new road Highway 59 owing to the
fact that he was then 59 years of age. He proceeded to beautify the town by planting
trees alongside the streets, but those were later cut down for one reason or another by
other individuals. He likewise attended to the upkeep of streets and the public markets.
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For Alejandro B. Encinas, who succeeded Pura as mayor of Gubat in 1964, the
occupancy of the town hall by the court and the engineering district offices posed a
problem which forced him to transfer the various offices of the municipal goverrmient to
a private building and thence to the newly constructed Gubat Supermarket. But this
building and the public market edifices in the area were razed in the conflagrations that
took place on April 22, 1971. Alejandro B. Encinas succeeded in constructing a new
town hall, and six years later he was able to construct new market buildings. He also
attended to the pavement of the streets. By reason of martial law, Alejandro B. Encinas
continuously served as Mayor of Gubat from 1964 until the early 1980's. The mayorship
was then held by Angel Pura Jr. who continued in the position until Deogracias Ramos
took office in the late 1980's.

The Factionalism: An outsider's view
The following account of the Paradijon factionalism derives from many
interviews conducted with community members during fieldwork in 1991,1994, and
1995. One difficulty with chronicling the events of the factionalism is that seemingly
every participant has a different view of what happened and why. By sifting through
conflicting stories and finding commonalities, I attempted to construct an accurate
sequence of events. I would regularly ask the participants on both sides for confirmation
of my construction, asking if a particular event happened in such and such a maimer.
Oftentimes, participants on opposing sides would concur once I had reconstructed a
particular set of events. However, given the conflicting stories and confiising nature of
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the event, I have likely made a mistake or two, but as a whole I believe this narrative
accurately presents the dynamic events of the factionalism.
Another difficulty in recording such a tale was maintaining neutrality. At various
times, both sides tried to recruit my help for their cause, and certainly the sometimes
awful tales they told about their opponents were meant to persuade me of their rightness.
All ad hominem attacks, such as tales of rape and thievery, have been omitted from my
account. Throughout, I, and my assistants, were extremely careful not to choose sides or
repeat the words of one individual to others on the opposing side. 1 also did my best not
to show favoritism in my interviewing time, being certain to speak to members of both
sides equally. The names of the potters have been omitted to protect their identities, but
the names of people who have run for elective office are deemed to be a matter of public
record.

The Factionalism: A chronicle of events
In the late 1970's the potters of Paradijon ran into serious trouble: their clay
source was running out. The potters get their clays from the rice paddies that line the
western side of Gubat, a process that requires the paddy to go fallow. For some time this
was not a problem, as farmers had used the mining activities of the potters to level their
fields or lower them to improve their irrigation systems. But, in time, this symbiotic
arrangement had run its course and the farmers had no further need for field leveling.
Thus the potters were in a dire circumstance. As pressures built, they decided to turn to a
pair of local land-owning families for help: the Erestain and Villaroya families. The clay
diggers clay formed a delegation to approach the two families and hopefully negotiate a
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solution to their problem. These rich land-owing families, who lived locally in Paradijon,
were sympathetic to their plight zind agreed to help. At the time, the potters had no idea
that their overtures would someday land them in the middle of a power struggle for
political control of Gubat.
It is at this point where the lives of the potters become entwined with Precy
Villaroya and Aida Erestain, two of the major players in the factionalism that would erupt
years later. Precy was married to Carding Villaroya, the son of Clemente Villaroya who
had given large tracts of land for the Gubat National High School and had been the mayor
of Gubat during the 1920's, and was in the best position to negotiate with the potters.
She decided that the situation presented an opportunity to uplift the living standards of
her neighbors and agreed to provide clay to the potters, but with the stipulation that they
form a cooperative organization to front their collective bargaining. The potters agreed to
the idea, since it gave them a secure source of clay and a deal was struck; the potters
would give one out of every ten pots to the cooperative, which would be sold by the
Villaroyas with the proceeds to be plowed back into the cooperative's capital. Precy
negotiated with another local land owner, Paz Pura, on the potter's behalf, and thus
acquired for them their first clay source under the cooperative agreement. Precy then
helped the potters form the Paradijon Livelihood Cooperative and had Aida Erestain
placed as president of this new organization. She also made a time deposit of 12,000
pesos (about $500 US) to provide the cooperative with capital assets. It seemed like a
good deal at the time, getting clay in exchange for one-tenth of their production, but it
had the unforeseen consequence of tying the potters closely to Villaroya and Erestain.
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For many years the system worked and the cooperative thrived, despite the grumblings of
some cooperative members about the meddling nature of their rich neighbors.
At the time of the cooperative formation, Carding Villaroya's brother-in-law.
Angel Pura Jr., was mayor of Gubat. Pura, whose father had also served as mayor, had as
his vice-mayor the dynamic Deogracias "Ding" Ramos. Ramos was an ambitious man
and had backing both in Gubat and Juban, where his family originated. In the late 1980's
Ramos convinced Pura to run for the Vice-govemorship of Sorsogon Province, assuring
Pura that all his backers would support Pura's bid for higher office. So it came to pass
that during the election of 1989, Angel Pura Jr. left his post as mayor of Gubat. Ramos
himself, of course, ran for the mayorship himself against Toni Encinas, the son of
Alejandro Encinas who was mayor during the martial law of the Marcos regime. It is
widely believed that as election day approached, Ramos told his supporters, both in
Gubat and Juban, not to vote for Pura. This last-minute double-cross caused Pura to lose
his election by a total of 85 votes. In the meantime, Ramos beat Encinas handily and
took over the mayorship of Gubat; an elegant coup.
The takeover of the Mayorship by Ramos did not precipitate the factionalism
immediately, and during the next two years life remained largely unchanged in Paradijon.
Aida was still president of the Paradijon Livelihood Cooperative and took her duties
seriously and carried them out competently. In 1990, Aida's sense of altruism led her to
contact the Department of Science and Technology (DOST) in Legaspi City, Albay. An
earnest desire to aid the potters had spurred her to visit a DOST pottery manufactory in
Tiwi, where she saw wheels, kilns, and a wide variety of more advanced pot-making
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technology. She longed to bring these things to the potters of Paradijon to "improve the
quality" of their pottery and thus their standard of living. Aida worked with the help of
Precy Villaroya to procure the new technology from the DOST, and eventually she
succeeded, signing a memoranda of agreement with the DOST for the delivery of four
electric potter's wheels and one electric clay grinder. With the documents signed in 1990
everything was set, but the DOST had to build the equipment, and that would take time.
The potters, however, were far from enthusiastic about Aida's plan. It was at this time
when I started my fieldwork in Paradijon, and I was met with much suspicion by the
potters. They believed that I was a government representative visiting to assess and plan
the development project. When I finally convinced them that I preferred them to
continue their traditional practices, they were much relieved and began to confide their
concerns in me.
Petitioning the DOST for aid was not the only action taken by Aida Erestain.
Along with Precy Villaroya, she had expanded the scope of the PLC, which now included
other household industries, including the production of nata-de-coco, a sweet gelatin
made from coconut water. Under the guidance of Erestain and Villaroya, the PLC
prospered. Along with her role as an "advisor" to the cooperative, Villaroya supplied a
building and adjacent lot for the PLC's use as a warehouse for the pots donated to the
cooperative and as a storefront for selling their pottery and candy. On occasion. Carding
Villaroya would load his truck with pottery and take it to a fiesta market in towns
throughout Sorsogon Province. In this manner, he managed to sell the pottery at a much
inflated price and obtained a greater retum for the cooperative members. The PLC
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members continued to be supplied with clays from the Villaroya and Erestain families,
now getting their clays from Bebe Erestain, Aida's cousin. Throughout this time, the
cooperative was financially stable and gave low-interest loans to its members for a
variety of purposes, including dispensing money to its members in 1987 for disaster relief
after a particularly strong typhoon hit the community.
Trouble came to Paradijon with the 1992 election year. The disgruntled exMayor Pura decided to run against his former friend Ramos in an attempt to recapture the
Mayoral office. That alone would not have been enough to start the factionalism, but
Aida Erestain also decided to run for an elected office, that of Councilman. However,
according to the by-laws of the PLC, the president of the cooperative cannot hold an
elected office higher than that of Barangay Capitan. Thus, Erestain had to relinquish her
presidency of the PLC, though she retained membership, and the search for a replacement
did not go smoothly. The members of the PLC cast ballots for their choice of a new
president. There were no "formal" candidates, the PLC members basically voted for their
favorite members of the current board of directors. With the backing of Precy and Aida,
the wiimer of the election was Abing, who had been treasurer under Aida. However,
Abing held the office only briefly before giving birth to her sixth child and resigning.
The next highest voter-getter was not interested in the job, nor were the next four
candidates. Finally, the last-place person, a woman named Helen Panlaque, who had
been the PLC secretary, put herself forward. According to Villaroya, Helen approached
her to ask if she could be the next president. Precy responded by telling her that she
could not decide such things since she was not on the board of directors. Helen,
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apparently, took this non-answer for an affirmative and informed the board of directors
that "Precy wants me to be the chairman." She was confirmed by the board of directors
and all PLC records, including the 12,000 peso time deposit and the memorandum of
agreement with the DOST, were turned over to her. Then, after receiving an orientation
from Precy, Helen took over the PLC. The situation was a disaster in the making, for
unbeknownst to Precy and Aida, Helen Panlaque was a staunch supporter of the mayor,
"Ding" Ramos.
The results of the 1992 election were a catastrophe for the Pura and Erestain
families, who were trounced. Though pressures were building, the raging political battle
between Pura and Ramos had yet to impact Paradijon directly; it took potter's wheels to
ignite the fires of factionalism. Shortly after the election, the DOST notified the
president of the PLC, now Helen Panlaque, that they were ready to deliver the promised
technical aid. Upon receiving this news, Helen went to Mayor Ramos for advice. It
seems that she wanted to hide the arrival of the equipment from Precy, and since the PLC
building was on Villaroya land, next to the Villaroya house, she needed an alternative
delivery site. Ramos suggested having the equipment unloaded in the house compound
of Toni Gesta, a cooperative member aligned with Ramos and Panlaque. Thus, Helen hid
the DOST potter's wheels and clay grinder from Precy and Aida, but only for a little
while. When the news broke that the equipment had not been delivered to the proper
place, the PLC members who were loyal to Precy and Aida wanted to know why. Helen
gave the weak excuse of having had to pay 150 pesos for "baggage" (a fee for handling
cargo), then quickly sought out the mayor for further advice.
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Incensed by the apparent seizure of the technology she and Aida Erestain had
worked so hard to get, Precy Villaroya went to the mayor's office to find out what was
going on; the mayor told her that there were "too many advisors" in the PLC and that she
should mind her own business. Now infuriated, Precy and Aida called for a general
assembly of the PLC members to get to the bottom of the situation. Helen made sure to
invite Mayor Ramos to the meeting as well. The meeting that followed has become
legend in Paradijon. Everyone was there and the Mayor had even seen fit to bring with
him an attomey named Paps. Precy Villaroya chastised Helen Panlaque and told her to
stop going to the mayor instead of the board of directors. "Remember," she said, "the
mayor is not a cooperative member and he has no business with the co-op!" At which
point the mayor and attomey Paps stood to speak, but shouts rang out to the effect that
since the mayor was not a member he was not allowed to be in attendance, the same went
for attomey Paps as well, who sat down red-faced. The same call went up about Precy,
since technically she too was not a member, only an advisor. But Precy had a ready
answer, she had been given power of attomey by the bank that held the PLC time deposit,
which she had made so many years ago, and thus was allowed to participate in decisions
regarding the cooperative. Mayor Ramos and attomey Paps were ushered out of the
meeting, while Precy remained.
The fighting continued between Precy and Helen, but Precy knew that her cause
was lost. Helen was president of the PLC and, according to the agreement that Aida had
made with the DOST, she had the right to dispose of the DOST equipment as she saw fit.
Aida and Precy had had enough, and in a fit of anger, Aida renounced her PLC
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membership and Precy said she'd have nothing further to do with the PLC. But they
went further than that. Precy told the PLC members that anyone who wanted to could
leave the PLC with her, but those who stayed could no longer get clays from sources that
she controlled, and furthermore, since she owned the building housing the PLC store and
warehouse, she was hereby evicting them. Factionalism had come to Paradijon (Figure
3.1).
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Figure 3.1; Distribution of Households in Paradijon Showing Factional Affiliation.
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Precy and Aida decided to join their breakaway group with the Balik Katan (which means
"to lend a helping shoulder for carrying a burden). The Balik Katan had originally been a
cooperative group organized under the Marcos regime, but was disbanded in the early
1980's. Ex-mayor Pura had decided to revive the Balik Katan during his reelection bid
against Mayor Ramos. Precy now offered access to clays for any potter who would leave
the PLC and join the reformed Balik Katan. To enforce her exclusion policy for PLC
members, she placed an armed guard at the clay source. The PLC potters were frantic
and turned to Mayor Ramos for help. Ramos negotiated access to clays on behalf of the
PLC potters with a local farmer who was a supporter of his. This new clay source was
more remote than the original source, but it served its purposes. Thus, with the factional
split, potters got clays from two separate sources depending upon which elite member
they supported.
Precy had also evicted the PLC members from their building on her land, but all
the PLC property remained there. The PLC members built a small shop in the middle of
Paradijon, and, under the cover of night, retrieved their equipment and supplies from
Precy's building and moved them to the new location. They also moved the DOST
equipment to the more central location, where they allowed only PLC members to use the
new wheels and clay grinder. That the potters did not know how to throw pots and many
were afraid of using the grinder for fear of losing fingers did not matter, only PLC
members had the option of using the new technology.
But there was still a matter of money. Precy wanted to reclaim the money that
she had invested in the PLC, and the potters who had joined her also wanted their fair
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share of the PLC capital. She argued that she should get her 12,000 pesos back and that
the capital assets of the PLC should be liquidated and distributed equally among the
former and remaining members. Helen disagreed and gave Precy a paltry 150 pesos
(around six U.S. dollars) as her share of the PLC capital.
After the factionalism had gained a strong foothold in Paradijon, the federal
government came with yet another development project. This time the Department of
Environmental Resources (DENR) came to Paradijon wanting to build a large kiln.
Several years before the DENR had built a kiln for firing bricks in Casiguran, a small
town on the other side of the Southern Luzon peninsula. This project had been quite
successful, since there was a recently passed law demanding that all new government
buildings be built of brick. Constantly replacing weaker structures in the wake of
typhoons had grown too expensive it seems. However, the success of this project lead to
even greater problems since the Casiguran kiln was fired with wood. The resulting
deforestation around Casiguran ran counter to the goals of the DENR. Therefore, they
thought, it would be beneficial to build a kiln in Sorsogon that used waste fuels, such as
rice hull, for firing bricks. The engineers in the DENR's office in Legaspi had heard that
there were potters in Paradijon and undertook a geologic survey of the area looking for
clays suitable for brick making, which they found in abundance in the surrounding hills.
They thought it would be the ideal place for such a project. They were very badly
mistaken.
When the DENR engineers came to town, they apparently approached Precy
Villaroya first, since her husband Carding was a former university classmate to one of
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them. According to Precy, she told them that she did not represent a formal cooperative
and thus could not accept such a project. She suggested that they talk to the PLC, which
they did. They found that the PLC was in disarray and had none of the infrastructure
needs that the project demanded. On the other hand, Precy Villaroya was able to supply
the land and labor necessary for the construction of the kiln. They suggested to Precy to
incorporate a formal organization so they could award her the kiln project. She gathered
signatures from the members which had followed her and incorporated the Paradijon Pots
and Bricks Association. The DENR awarded the PPBA the kiln project, but cognizant of
the factionalism, they stipulated in the contract that the PLC members would be allowed
to use the kiln 2 days a week.
Once they decided to give the kiln project to the PPBA, the DENR needed to get
the signature of the local ranking government official, Mayor Ding Ramos. But since the
project was aiding his opponents, Ramos refused to sign the contract. Precy and Carding
Villaroya then contacted the governor of Sorsogon Province asking him for help. During
the signing ceremony, held in Paradijon, the governor made a short and cryptic speech.
He said that he hoped to one day have a house made out of Paradijon bricks. The potters
were confused, for Paradijon doesn't produce bricks, only pots.
The construction of the kiln was undertaken on land donated by Aida Erestain.
This plot lies in the swamp that runs along the southem side of Paradijon and first needed
to be filled. Work was abundant and wages were good, but only Balik Katan members
were hired. Deep resentment grew within the PLC constituency, who, in their eyes, only
saw the rich getting richer. Troubles increased throughout the year-long construction
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and, seeing the unsuitability of the situation, the engineer in charge of the program
decided to stop the project. But, unfortunately for the DENR, they had signed a contract
and were forced to continue building the kiln.

During the construction phase of the

project, Precy and Carding asked that changes be made to the design, such as the addition
of metal rails, that would improve the efficiency of the kiln as a brickmaking furnace.
The DENR refused: at this point they just wanted out of Paradijon.
The kiln was finished and after a test firing it was ready for use by the Balik
Katan members. Precy and Aida had made Pablito Ducog, a pious middle-aged man who
did not make pots, president of the PBBA and it was up to him to schedule the firings.
Since the kiln was so large it would require the product of several potters to fill it, Pablito
had to convince potters to schedule their production around the work of others. He also
effectively excluded any PLC member, thus greatly reducing the potential number of
producers who could supply pots for firing. The kiln was ready, but given the reliance on
others to fire their pots, the potters were hardly eager for a chance to put it to use, and
only after several weeks did firing commence. The kiln worked beautifully for three
days, then it had a meltdown in the combusters which burned the rice hull fuel. The parts
would be expensive to replace and the DENR would only provide half of the money;
Precy would have to supply the rest. It took over a year repair the damage, and
afterwards, no potter volunteered their products for kiln firing.
In 1995, it was time for another election in Gubat. Still stimg from his earlier
beating, Pura did not want to oppose Ding Ramos. During his tenure, Ramos had become
a very popular man and would be a heavy favorite against any other candidate. However,
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his enemies could not let him run unopposed, so they put forward Precy Villaroya as a
candidate. Knowing the futility of the move, Precy did not campaign with much
enthusiasm. However, her candidacy was important symbolically; it kept alive the
loyalty of her followers and maintained morale within the Balik Katan. Inevitably, Precy
was trounced. She even lost Paradijon, her home barrio, to the incumbent mayor. But
her purposes were served; the factionalism remained active and hatred between the
groups flourished.
After the election of 1995, the situation in Paradijon remained volatile. The
potters of the opposing factions still obtained their clays from different sources,
depending on which elite they supported. Harsh words, subtle snubbing, and violence
between members of opposing factions were not uncommon. The social fabric of
Paradijon had been affected, a process that will be illustrated through the social network
analysis in chapter 5. The new technology that had been brought to Paradijon remains
idle. Potters who could use the kiln if they wanted to still fire their pots in open bonfires,
sometimes next to the new kiln itself (Figure 3.2). The electric throwing wheels remain
unplugged and are tumed by hand as slow speed tumettes. Only the clay grinder is used
as intended, but only by one man. The failure of the new technology to take hold may be
viewed as a problem of a disintegrated technological system. More broadly, the potter's
rejection of the new technology is rooted in the social context of production. These
issues will be addressed chapter 4.

Figure 3. 2: A Traditional Open Firing is Underway Adjacent to the Idle DOST Kiln.

Life During Wartime: Assorted tales from the factionalism
Road Work
One of the projects undertaken by Ding Ramos during his tenure as mayor was to
pave several of the side streets in Gubat. This work continued for several years, but the
street through the barrio of Paradijon remained unpaved, while other barrios in Gubat
received road improvements. Apparently, this was a calculated snub aimed at his
political rivals the Villaroyas, who lived in Paradijon. Whether the road was paved was
not a major concern to the potters who supported him, since they did not own
automobiles. However, the Villaroyas owned both cars and trucks. Their beautiful,
marble-tiled house had to be accessed along a muddy, pothole-filled street. Finally, in
the summer of 1995, Ramos decided the paving of the street to Paradijon was due. For
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the work he hired only members of the PLC. The Balik Katan members were outraged,
since work on the road would provide good-paying, if temporary, jobs. They gathered
together, and with the leadership of the Balik Katan, went to the Mayor's office to
protest. Ramos gave in and an arrangement was struck. The men of the PLC and Balik
Katan would alternate days. One day the road crew would consist of PLC members, then
the next day the Balik Katan would take its turn. Apparently, having mixed crews was
not an option.

The Land Grabbers
Land claims have also played a role in conflict along factional lines. In 1943.
Clemente Villaroya donated a large tract of land for the building of a new high school
complex in Gubat. The land in question bordered the west side of his house compound in
Paradijon. Tucked along the north side of this plot, several families of potters had built
small nipa palm houses. In a move of kindness, Clemente allowed the potters to remain
on the land on which they were squatting. The high school was built south of them and
the perimeter wall for the school compound was placed a few meters in front of their
houses. When the factionalism came to Paradijon, the potters living in this area aligned
themselves with the PLC and Mayor Ramos, in opposition to the Villaroyas. It came to
pass that the descendents of Clemente wanted to evict the members of the opposing
faction from what they considered their family land. The matter went to court, where it
was revealed that in the original deed agreement with the school, it was stipulated that the
families living on the land would be allowed to remain there. It was a victory for the
PLC potters, who cast the fight in terms of "the rich vs. the poor." The Villaroyas were
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not through fighting, however. In the rear of their house compound, the Villaroyas have
a fishpond where they practice aquaculture. They brought in "fish food," which they
heaped against the back wall of their compound. From this mound came a foul and
piercing stench of rotting fish, which wafted in the direction of the PLC potters, whose
daily lives continued with the oppressive and ever-present smell of dead fish thick in the
air. They had no choice but to live with it, and vowed that they would not be driven from
"their land."

The Exploding Pots
It came to pass in the summer of 1995 that one of the PLC potters owed a debt to
a potter in the Balik Katan. The PLC potter in question is one of the most active potters,
well skilled in her craft, and she arranged to pay her debt in the form of finished, but
unfired, pots. One afternoon she delivered 40 large masitera (flower pots) to the Balik
Katan potter. The plan was for the Balik Katan potter to fire and sell them at a tidy profit.
The Balik Katan potter in this transaction happens to be a widow and mother to four
children, and is both on the social and geographical periphery of Paradijon and is
amongst the poorest of the potters. The Balik Katan potter purchased the fiiel,
palmfronds and rice grass, and set about firing the flowerpots. The firing was a complete
disaster and every one of the flowerpots exploded during the process, leaving nothing but
fragments mixed with the ashes firom the fire. The Balik Katan potter was beside herself
with grief and anger. She claimed that the cause of the general failure was that the clay
had not been properly mixed during preparation. My examination of the vessel fragments
supported this contention when I discovered two colors of clay, poorly mixed, with the
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fractures occurring along lines of contact between them. It appeared to be a classic case
of failure due to differences in thermal expansion. Nevertheless, the poor Balik Katan
potter had lost out on the collection of her loan as well as the cost of the fuel. She was in
desperate straits, since she was relying on the sale of the pots to feed her family for the
next week. The PLC potter was nonplussed and, as far as she was concerned, her debt
had been repaid - "In spades," I thought and wondered how a well-practiced potter
happened to choose this particular batch of pots to repay her debt. Were the clays
intentionally ill-prepared, did the potter recognize the problem during forming and decide
to pass the pots along, or was it a simple oversight? The PLC potter claimed that no
malice was intended, but also felt no sorrow over the plight of the Balik Katan potter.

Claim Jumpers
Around the time of the 1995 elections the Balik Katan potters were running into
trouble. Their clay source was becoming depleted of the choicest clays, and they needed
secure access to a better source. Precy arranged for them to get clays from the field of a
farmer named Batas. Batas was a tenant farmer of Precy's and had in the meantime
leased part of his field to Simo Eujerio, the husband of a PLC potter. Simo had been
digging clays for his wife both on Batas's land as well as his own adjacent field. When
the Balik Katan members came to Batas's field they discovered that the clays were too
sandy, but saw that Simo was digging good sticky clays from a pit nearby. They started
to help themselves to the clay on Simo's field, which angered him greatly. Simo went
home and got his .22 caliber air rifle. Then returning, he chased the Balik Katan clay
diggers from his land. Remembering the armed guards the Precy had set years previous.
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he must have thought that turnabout was fair play. The frightened Balik Katan men went
to Precy with the news, she notified the police, and Simo was promptly arrested. From
jail, he managed to contact Mayor Ramos who had him immediately released.

Midnight Connection
Later in the summer of 1995, one of the most active potters in the Balik Katan ran
out of clay. The primary Balik Katan source was degrading and producing clays of
poorer quality. One night under the cover of darkness, she arranged to purchase clay
from one of the men in the Paradijon Livelihood Cooperative. A few days passed and the
man dropped by in the afternoon to arrange for payment and delivery. The potter and the
man carried on their conversation on the potter's front porch. Unfortunately for them, the
next door neighbor belonged to the PLC, and she overheard their conversation. She
quickly spread word of the illicit deal and the man and potter were confronted later that
day. Both were shamed and became the object of much ridicule and scorn. Needless to
say, the clay was not delivered.

Discussion
In Paradijon, we see a community of independent specialists, closely involved
with political elites through alliances based on membership in particular formal
organizations. Through these alliances, the community of potters is directly involved in
elite competition and is thus drawn into factional competition. Although the elites do
have power through their control over clay sources, they do not interfere with or
otherwise manage the production process. The potters do tithe a portion of their product
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in exchange for clay, but this does not go directly to the elites, rather the pots go to the
cooperative organization to which the potters belong. Indeed, the elites in question have
little need for the utilitarian products of the potters; important to them are the potter's
loyalties. Thus we see a model for the participation of independent specialists in political
competition. In times of factionalism or intemal political maneuvering, independent
specialists may form an important constituency, which elites may wish to capture.
Capturing their loyalties, however, does not mean managing their production or
distribution. While the Paradijon example demonstrates that control over input or raw
materials can be used by elites as a lever for capturing independent specialists, it is likely
that in other contexts control over output or distribution could be used to the same effect.
Nevertheless, control over the production process itself remains in the hands of the
specialists and the distribution remains generalized, thus keeping them "independent"
producers.
An example of organizational behavior in Paradijon is the initial creation of a
formal organizational structure, the original Paradijon Livelihood Cooperative, which
marks an increase in complexity in the organization of production in Paradijon.
However, the increase in complexity is largely heterarchical, rather than hierarchical as it
might first appear. The PLC organizational unit was created to cope with a key
uncertainty in the production process, the acquisition of inputs or raw materials. This
uncertainty is a result of the fact that the organizational domain of the Paradijon potters
does not include ownership of the clay sources themselves, thus clay access is part of
their task environment. As discussed in the preceding chapter, dealing with critical
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contingencies that disturb the rational functioning of the production technology often
motivates changes in organizational structure (Thompson 1967). In the Paradijon case,
the PLC acts a boundary-sparming unit; an organizational unit that bridges the informally
organized potters and landed elites who control a resource necessary for production. In
this respect, the organization has "grovra" towards the source of their uncertainty in an
attempt to gain some measure of control over it. From the perspective of the landowners,
this boundary-spanning unit serves to mediate their relationship with the potters and
provides them with an opportunity to bind together a group of loyalists without the
necessity of individual interaction.
Thus with regard to Brumfiel's and other's statement on factionalism we see that
alliances are indeed made between commoner and elite; the cleavages do cut vertically
rather than horizontally. In the Paradijon case, however, no conflict was public or
obvious prior to the factional split, while disputes between factional members became
prevalent after the factionalism took hold. However, it is possible that such disputes were
overlooked by a novice ethnoarchaeologist still in the process of establishing rapport. As
Brumfiel suggests, the potters do use elite alliances to mobilize resources, but for
purposes of production as well as dispute. Formal organizations are used by elites to
create alliances with groups of potters and thus the development of organizational
complexity in Paradijon is tied with specialist/elite alliance building, but given that the
first formal organization, the PLC, was created prior to the factionalism, the increase in
complexity is not timed directly to the outbreak of the factionalism. The impact of the
factionalism on the informal organizational structures will be addressed in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 4: THE TECHNOLOGY OF PRODUCTION

As proposed in chapter 2, organizations can be defined by their organizational
domain - I) range of products or services rendered, 2) technology, and 3) population
served. This chapter will use a behavioral chain analysis to define the pot-making
organization of Paradijon in such a manner. A behavioral chain analysis has the added
advantage of identifying potential uncertainties that may originate both within the
technology and the task environment.

Overview of the Production Process
The production process begins when the potter decides to start a batch of pots.
Several reasons are given for this decision: the potter may have an order to fill for one of
the shop owners whom she supplies, the potter may plan to attend a weekly or special
market and sell the pots herself, or the potter may need pots to settle an outstanding debt.
The range in intensity of potting activity in Paradijon is great. While some potters are
regularly active and subsist on pottery production, others make pots infrequently and only
between the pursuit of other economic interests.
Most often, the potter requests a male member of her family to fetch clay, or, if
she has no suitable male household member, the request may go to a more distant male
relative, a male relative of a fnend, or to one of a small number of men who will fetch
and prepare clay for money. The men excavate clay from a variety of sources situated in
the rice fields on the outskirts of town, within 2 to 4 kilometers from the barrio. The clay
sources, without exception, are located in rice paddies, so it is necessary to leave a
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section of a particular field out of production while clay is excavated (Figure 4.1). The
fields are not owned by the potter's household and negotiations are necessary to gain
access to the fields. Occasionally, farmers use the excavation activities to level their

Figure 4. 1: Clay Source in Fallow Rice Paddy.

fields to improve irrigation. However, farmers will lose the use of their fields for the
duration of excavation, which often depends on the amount and quality of the clay
underlying the field. Thus the limited access to clay deposits forces potters into
negotiations that are complex and often require the intervention or beneficence of a
landed elite on the behalf of the potters. The political consequences of these negotiations
are addressed in chapter 3.
The clay in and among the sources varies significantly. The men identify three
textures of clay: Barasan - a sandy clay, Himolot - a clean, sticky clay, and Salado - a
natural mixture of sandy and sticky clays; and four colors of clay: white, red, black, and
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green. Men will conduct probes within a clay source to find the best clays, the choicest
being white Himolot, and different sources are ranked in quality based on the amount of
the choicest clays.
The men dig clay from pits excavated by hand with old machetes. In some cases
a particular pit may be claimed by one man, for his exclusive use. In other cases a group
of men may share in the excavation and yield of a particular pit. Interviews with the
men revealed a detailed knowledge of who is working each pit in a field. After a time, a
field acquires a bomb-riddled look as the men move around the field opening up new pits
Once the clay is dug and bagged in canvas sacks, the men carry it back to Paradijon on
their heads (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4. 2: Carrying a Sacic of Clay to Paradijon.

The preparation of clay takes place on one of 14 pounding boards scattered
throughout Paradijon. With fewer pounding boards than potters, sharing of preparation
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areas occurs. The preparation process consists of pounding the wet clay with a large
wooden pestle (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: Mixing the Clay on a Pounding Board.

The pounding serves to mix the clay evenly and takes about three hours to
complete a batch that will make between 20 and 100 pots, depending on their size.
Typically, the amount of clay in a batch is 4 to 6 full burlap sacks. Temper is never
added, since nonplastic material occurs naturally in the clay. Preparers may mix clays
containing abundant nonplastics {Barasan) with clay having few nonplastics {Himolot) to
achieve the desired texture. Upon completion, the men deliver the clay to the potter's
work area.
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The potters may use one of two techniques for shaping the vessels: paddle/anvii
or coil/scrape. In general, the older potters use paddle/anvil, while the younger potters
(and the two men who occasionally make pots) use coil/scrape. The work areas always
adjoin the potter's house and often consist of a packed earth area sheltered by a

Figure 4. 4: Potter Worii Area on Sheltered Porch. Both paddle/anvil and coil/scrape vessels are present in
a variety of stages of completion.

palmfrond overhang or a sheltered porch (Figure 4.4) Throughout the shaping process,
the potters remove hard bits of clay or other inclusions, flicking them from their
fingertips and onto the groimd nearby. Between shaping stages and upon completion, the
vessels are spread on the ground surrounding the house to dry in the sun. Paradijon
produces a variety of utilitarian vessel forms including cooking pots, water storage jars,
flower pots, and stoves. Decoration of vessels is rare and is usually limited to rim
indentations (London 1991).
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During vessel production, potters usually work alone, but may work with one or
two other potters. On occasion, a potter may need help to fill a particularly large order,
and in special cases one potter will be hired by another during the shaping stage. One
particular potter, the highest-skilled of the community, only works for other potters. This
arrangement is due to her extreme poverty and lack of any male relatives, which make it
extremely difficult for her to obtain clay. Also, one potter may assist another on an
informal basis, keeping busy while the two pass the time together.
Firing vessels is men's work and usually done by the older male relatives of the
potter. An open bonfire technique is used with palmfrond and rice grass as fuel. Like
pounding boards, areas suitable for firing are limited, and thus sharing of activity areas
occurs during this stage as well. Usually one or two batches of pots are fired together,
thus the number of pots in a particular firing may range from 20, if they are larger forms
such as water jars or stove, to 200 if the batch consists of small cooking or flower pots.
Finished vessels are sold either retail by the potter or wholesale to shopowners in
the local market in Gubat, the regional market in Sorsogon, or small satellite markets in
other towns located in Sorsogon Province. Most potters participate in the major markets
on a regular basis, while the satellite markets are only served by a few potters. Except for
the Gubat market, potters make use of motorized transportation to bring their wares to
market. However, the distances are not so great as to prohibit nonmotorized
transportation in pre-industrial times. For trips to market, potters may share motorized
transport, thus splitting expenses.
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Pottery Production in Paradijon: A Behavioral Chain Analysis
To define the organizational domain of the potters of Paradijon, the first task is to
identify the production and distribution activities, the range of products and services, and
the population served by the Paradijon production system. To accomplish this, a
behavioral chain analysis is undertaken. A behavioral chain is the sequence of all
activities in which a particular element participates during its "life" within a cultural
system (Schiffer 1975). This analysis focuses on the element of clay, and follows it from
procurement to distribution.
Behavioral chains, as put forward by Schiffer (1975), are used by prehistorians to
develop hypotheses as to what material remains particular activities, such as food
preparation, may create. Spurred by the works of Longacre (1964, 1970), Hill (1966,
1970), and Deetz (1965), Schiffer offered behavioral chains as a way to sharpen the
hypotheses proposed by these early "ceramic sociologists." As an analytical framework
for an ethnoarchaelogical treatment of pottery production, behavioral chains can be used
to examine the division of labor, control of production technology, points at which
cooperation between actors is necessary, bottlenecks in throughput, as well as identify
potential points where cultural materials may enter the archaeological record. Thus, a
behavioral chain analysis will identify both organizational domain and potential sources of
uncertainty. The behavioral chain will also identify the three major activity components
within Paradijon pottery production: 1) input activities, 2) technological activities, and 3)
output activities. In addition, behavioral chains have the added benefit of specifying the
paths by which materials associated with the organization of production may enter the
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archaeological record. The rather lengthy behavioral chain analysis that follows is
analogous to the description of archaeological deposits often presented by prehistorians; it
establishes the phenomena that occur at the site.
Schiffer (1975) presents seven components of a behavioral chain analysis. For
the purposes of this research, an eighth category is created.
1) A behavioral description of the activity.
2) The nature of the consituent human and/or non-human energy sources.
3) The element(s) conjoined or associated with the one under consideration.
4) The time(s) frequency of activity performance.
5) The location of activity performance.
6) The pathways created to the archaeological record by the outputs of activity
performance.
7) The points at which chains of other elements integrate with or diverge from
the element under consideration.
8) The network interactions between participants within the chain.
In their recent explanation of artifact variability, Schiffer and Skibo (1997:32-33)
discussed the importance of "social heterogeneity" for providing feedback to the artisan
on artifact performance. In this context, "social heterogeneity" and "network
interactions" are parallel concepts. However, for the purposes of this dissertation,
"network interactions" focuses on the interdependent nature of the production process
rather than feedback on the performance qualities of the artifact. Along the lines of
Schiffer and Skibo's usage, a Paradijon potter may inform her clay provider that a
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previous batch of clay was "too sandy," and then hope he improves his clay selection.
For this dissertations' focus on the organization of production, interactions along the lines
of "I need you to deliver two batches of clay by Tuesday" are of most interest.
Data for the behavioral chain analysis were gathered during the study period of
1995. Each day, 1 and my assistants made twice daily rounds of Paradijon, recording all
potting activity. Detailed observations were made of particular stages

Taking an order
Although this stage and the "gaining access to clays" stage do not include the
element under analysis, clay, they do contain essential behavior with regard to the
introduction of the element into the behavioral chain proper. Thus, they serve to mark
one of the boimdaries of the Paradijon organizational domain, where the organization is
forced to interact with the task environment.
The behavioral chain of pot-making begins either with a potter accepting an order
from a retailer or deciding to produce a batch of uncommissioned pots. A shop owner or
retailer usually makes a production request when the potter is visiting the market. There
are long-standing "JMAT' relationships between potters and retailers, but unlike Miriam
Stark's (1992) example from the Kalinga where Active kin ties are developed to enhance
trust and continuity between the participants, often of different social or ethnic groups,
the potter/retailer relationship in this area lacks formality. Potters will often refer to a
particular retailer as their '^suki" but when interviewed, the retailer may not even know
the names of the potters that they deal with, recognizing them on sight instead. Thus the
"suki" relationship of Paradijon potters is typical of the "special customer" (M. Stark
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1992) relationship found throughout the Philippines (Dannhauser 1979; Davis 1973;
Dozier 1966). The most typical order placement occurs when a potter is delivering a
batch of vessels to her "suki," who then makes their request, specifying the variety and
number of vessels. At other times, a potter may visit a number of retailers, soliciting
orders. Most infrequently, a retailer may visit Paradijon and place an order with the
potter at her household. Potters may also choose to make an uncommisioned batch of
pottery.
Energy Sources: Potter.
Conjoined Elements: Market, household.
Time: less than one hour. Frequency: once per week or less.
Location: Market, Paradijon.
Outputs: None observed.
Network Interactions: Potter/retailer.

Requesting Clays
Once the potter has planned to produce a batch of vessels, her first step is to
solicit clay from a clay digger, which is often a simple matter of asking her husband or
son. However, for potters without available male relatives in the household, the request
is made to one of several men who prepare clay for several potters. Some of these potters
may have a long-standing relationship with a particular digger, while others order clays
firom whomever is available, as long as they belong to the appropriate faction.
Requesting clays is relatively simple, but receiving them can be another story all
together. Sometimes the relatives of potters can be quite unreliable, and the potter may
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have to wait several days or even weeks until the husband or son gets around to preparing
the clay. If the potter is unable to get delivery of clay for a long duration, she may
engage in some other economic activity such as doing housework for more elite members
of the community.
Energy Sources: Potter
Conjoined Elements: Household,
Time: brief. Frequency: variable.
Location: potter household or community area
Outputs: none
Network interactions: potter/clay digger

Gaining Access to Clays
Given the intensive agricultural activity in the region, most land surrounding
Gubat is used as either rice fields or coconut plantations. The ubiquitous clay beds are
privately held by a variety of landowners, who may lease them to tenant farmers. Potters
and their relatives who excavate clay must develop standing relationships with the
farmers to insure consistent access to the clay beds. These relationships have a symbiotic
quality to them. While clay is being mined a particular rice field must go fallow, which
causes financial loss to the farmer. However, the farmer uses the clay mining activity to
level or lower their fields for more efficient flood irrigation. Nevertheless, only so much
field leveling is required by the farmers and thus the potters have to find farmers that are
willing to take a financial loss on the potter's behalf. This drives the potters into
relationships with the richest landowners of the area, who can afford to carry the financial
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burden.

Negotiations with landowners are often collective, with representatives of the

potters visiting the landowner's homes on behalf of the community as a whole. As
discussed in the previous chapter, difficulties in accessing a steady supply of clays have
caused a number of problems in relationships with local landed elites.
Energy Sources; none
Conjoined elements; landowners houses, agricultural fields
Time; variable. Frequency; 1-5 years
Location: elite residences.
Outputs; none
Network Interaction; potters/clay diggers with landowners

Clay excavation
Search
In choosing which clays to gather, the men adopt one of two strategies. The first
is to match the clay to the particular vessels type to be produced. For example, the
production of globular cooking pots {coron) calls for a sticky or plastic clay known as
himolot, while cooking stoves (kalan) require more sandy clays known as baras. By
judging the qualities of the clays in the field, the diggers know how many sacks of
himolot and baras will be required for an appropriate paste recipe. Often the diggers can
find a natural mixture of sandy and sticky clays referred to as salado natural. The second
strategy is to bring back whatever they find, which makes the potter adjust their
production accordingly. Sometimes the women potters are so desperate for clay that
they are happy to get it, no matter its quality. Through interviews with several clay
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diggers of differing ages, it became apparent that there is a level of skill acquired
through years of excavating clays. The older men gave much more complete descriptions
of their techniques and the quality and availability of the various clays.
The activity of clay excavation varies depending on whether the digger is
searching for a good location for a new pit or returning to an already open pit. To locate
a new source of clay, the digger will survey the area of the field available for excavation
by digging small holes with his bolo (machete). Sometimes he does a simple probe,
wedging the bolo into the hilt, then thrusting it sideways to crack open the earth and see
the clay underneath. Either way, he gets a sample of the upper part of the clay bed. If the
clay meets his needs, he removes the top six inches of the sediment to avoid including
grass, roots, and other organic materials. Wlien searching for a new location, the diggers
follow a satisficing rather than maximizing strategy (Simon 1957), that is they search
until they find a location with satisfactory clay and will dig there. They do not continue
searching until the best clay is found. Occasionally, clay diggers may share information
on the location of quality clays.
Energy Source: Clay digger
Conjoined Elements: Bolo
Time: 15-45 minutes; Frequency: as needed
Location: Clay bearing fields
Outputs: Cuts in field.
Network Interactions: Sharing of information between diggers.
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Excavation
Once a location is selected, the man cuts and loosens the clay with his 60/0, then
using both hands takes the large chunks of clay and fills a canvas sack which rests beside
the mouth of the excavation. As excavation continues, he may toss aside clay that does
not meet his approval, perhaps because it has too much sand or gravel.
If a digger is returning to a particular pit, the first thing he usually does is to bail
out the water, often with a coconut shell. Water is a major problem in returning to an
open pit, not to mention the occasional wallowing water buffalo. Occasionally, the
digger will fashion a clay dike around the face of the pit from which they are excavating.
Regardless, on a reused pit, the digger is often working in thigh deep water. To avoid
having to bail the next time he returns to a particular pit, a digger will sometimes stack
clay, either in sacks or not, beside the pit. On his next trip he will use clay from this
stockpile. He will often cover the stockpile with palmfronds, which he will sometimes
use to protect the pit from rain as well.
Occasionally, several men will work a pit together, but most times a usufruct pit
protocol is observed, and diggers will not often intrude on another's pit. It takes time and
effort to locate and prepare a good vein of clay for excavation, and the diggers are
protective of their sites, and can identify the claimant for each active pit. However, the
older men will sometimes exercise power and take advantage of the younger men by
digging in their pits, and if a pit goes fallow for sometime, another man will move in and
continue its excavation
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If a digger is not working for a relative, but instead for money, he can expect to
receive 5 pesos per sack of raw clay. As far as the frequency of clay excavation
expeditions among the clay diggers is concerned, there is great variability. The majority
of the excavation activities are undertaken by a few men who supply clay to the most
active potters. For these individuals, three trips a week to the clay fields is not out of the
question, while men who supply less active potters may make only two or three trips a
month (or less).
Energy sources: Men - ages 14-65.
Conjoined Elements: Sacks, bolo (machete); palmfronds, coconut shell.
Time: 1-4 hours. Frequency: 1 - 3 times a week (or less).
Location: Several sources (see map).
Outputs: Disturbed area, torn sacks; palmfronds, coconut shells.
Network interaction: pit sharing among diggers.

Storing Excavated Clays
For a variety of reasons, clay diggers often store clay by their excavation pits. As
mentioned above, storing clay which is in excess of the current need will help avoid
bailing water out of open pits. Also, transporting clay can be an arduous and timeconsuming activity, thus clay-filled sacks are left by the source until weather, time, or
health allows for its retrieval. The sacks are either left in the open or covered with
palmfironds.
Energy sources: None
Conjoined Elements: Sacks, palmfronds
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Time: I hour -1 week. Frequency: Occasional
Location: By open excavation pits.
Outputs: Occasionally bits of torn sack, palmfronds.

Transporting Raw Clay
Transporting the sacks of raw clay is a difficult task. Located in rice fields 2-4
kilometers fi-om Paradijon, often the only route is across narrow palm logs which act as
field boundaries and walkways between rice paddies. These logs are slippery and rotting
and one misstep puts you knee-deep in rice paddy muck. The men cross with one sack of
clay on top of their heads, which requires several trips (3-5) for each batch of clay.
Though these routes are tricky for Americans carrying cameras, the diggers have no
problem in crossing them. Once across the rice fields and in the outskirts of the town, the
trail winds through courtyards and along roads, and is often flooded by the rains.
The diggers from the PLC now have another option. The PLC owns a small oneaxle push cart, which the diggers may use to transport their clay for a cost of .25 pesos
per sack. However, the diggers must first get the sacks from their field to the nearby
road; one sack at a time, balanced on top of their heads.
Once Paradijon has been reached, the digger sets his sacks of clay next to or on
top of the pounding board he plans to use. Usually, he will remove the clay from the sack
and make a layer on top of the pounding board. As each is emptied, a rectangular pile
starts to build up on the boards. He will either cover this pile with plastic (for storage) or
start the clay pounding activity. Occasionally, if he is stockpiling clay or the pounding
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board is already in use, he will stack the clay somewhere in his (or the potters)
compound.
Energy sources: Men - ages 16-65
Conjoined elements: Sacks
Time: 45 minutes per round-trip. Frequency: 3-5 trips per batch of clay.
Location: From fields to pounding boards.
Outputs: None observed

Storing Raw Clay in Paradijon
Once the clay has reached the pounding board it may be used immediately or may
sit there for days. Through a pounding board survey, taken daily, I observed that at any
one time an average of three out of thirteen pounding boards had stockpiles of
unpounded clay. This clay is commonly covered with plastic or occasionally with
palmfronds or empty sacks. This storage often lasts only a few days, and is largely
dependent on the weather. Sunny weather is desired for the preparation activities.
However, 1 observed a single batch of unpounded clay sit for over two weeks.
Clay is also stockpiled near pounding boards, or elsewhere nearby, while still in
its sack. This is most common for the very active potters, who desire a constant flow of
clays to work with.
Energy sources: none
Conjoined Elements: pounding boards, plastic, palm&onds, sacks
Time: 1-14 days. Frequency: 25% of pounding boards used for storage.
Location: On or nearby pounding boards.
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Outputs: Chunks of raw clay, torn sacks and plastic, palmfronds.

Clay Preparation
Preparing the clay is the most strenuous task in the Paradijon production system.
Once the clay has been laid out, making a level, rectangular mound, just slightly smaller
than the pounding board, the pounding begins. The man picks up a large, double-ended,
wooden pestle (dusang), dips the end in water, raises it high and slams it down with a
splat. The impacts start around the edge of the clay mound and moves around the
boundaries, slowly spiraling inward. With each impact, the layers of clay mix. If water
is needed a little is sprinkled on by hand, from the nearby water pot. The dusang is
sv^tched from hand to hand regularly to fight fatigue. To make the lifting easier, the
dusang is twisted as it is pulled from the clay, which serves to break the suction caused
by its impact. Once the entire mound has been pounded, the process begins again from
the outer edge. Four complete poundings are required for proper mixing.

During the

pounding, the clay slowly moves outward to the edge of the boards, sometimes making a
low clay berm. The clay also gets wedged in between the planks of the pounding board.
While some men have personal pounding boards, others must share. Three
factors contribute to the choice of a board: availability, location, and factional affiliation.
A board must be unoccupied with clay, and is preferably close to the pounder's house, so
that he may keep an eye on it. Choice of board also depends on factional affiliation, as
some boards are used only by members of the same faction. For boards located in house
compounds, ownership is straightforward, but for boards located in more public areas,
ownership is more vague.
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With the introduction of a roll-crush kneader by the DOST, two men belonging to
the PLC now prepare their clays using this machine. It is a simple process, with chunks
of clay being dropped into the roil-crushers and the mixed clay gathered from the chute

Figure 4. 5: DOST Roll-crush Kneader for Preparing Clay. Note: the grinder is located in the Depot area.
To the right are PLC pots collected as payment for clay, while the PLC store is in the background.

below (Figure 4.5). However, losing fingers to the crushers is of constant concern for
the men, and they claim that others don't use the machine for fear of losing digits. The
clay must be fed through the machine twice to be properly mixed. In the summary
below, the data for the roll-crush kneader follow the semi-colon in each category.
Energy sources: Men - ages 16-65; Electricity for roll-crush kneader.
Conjoined Elements: dusang. Pounding Boards, water pot; roll-crush kneader
Time: 3 hours; 1 hour. Frequency: 1-3/week or less; very infrequent
Location: 13 pounding board sites; PLC store area.
Outputs: Lost clay between planks and surround FB; waste clay
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Network interaction: sharing of pounding boards by some diggers.

Storing Prepared Clay
Infrequently, after pounding, the clay may be stored on the pounding board until
delivery is made. The clay is covered with a piece of plastic. However, once the clay is
ready, it is almost always delivered to the potter within hours. One reason for swift
delivery is avoidance of rain. The pounding boards are vulnerable to flooding, which will
ruin the prepared clays. Once delivered, the clays are much better protected.
Energy sources: none
Conjoined Elements: Pounding board, plastic
Time: 1 hour - 3 days. Frequency: Infrequent
Location: 13 pounding board sites.
Output: Lost clay

Transporting Prepared Clay
Once the clay has been mixed thoroughly, it is rolled into medium sized balls
about 18 inches in diameter. These balls are carried one at a time to the receiving potters
work area and dropped onto a piece of plastic. As the balls of prepared clay are added a
large mound develops. After the last of the clay is delivered, the mound is smoothed by
hand. The mound is invariably located within easy reach from the potter's usual working
position. If payment is required, a batch of prepared (usually 5 or 6 sacks of raw clay)
costs the potter 100 pesos (about four dollars).
Energy sources: Men - ages 16-65
Conjoined Elements: Pounding board, plastic
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Time: 45 minutes. Frequency: 1-3 week or less.
Location: Between pounding board and potter's work area.
Output: Lost clay - left behind on pounding board.
Network interaction: Delivery of and payment for clay (between potter and
digger).

Storing Prepared Clay in Potter Work Area
The prepared clay may sit in the potter's workshop for several days before it is
consumed. During this time it is usually covered with plastic as well as sitting on plastic.
Energy sources: none
Conjoined Elements: plastic
Time: 1 - 7 days. Frequency: variable
Location: Potter's work area
Output: none

Vessel Manufacture
At this point the behavioral chain diverges as different activities are required for
the production of different vessel forms. Each of the major forms is discussed separately.
Cross-section figures of each stage of vessel manufacture are included in Appendix A.

Coron
Corons are globular cooking vessels, which come in a variety of size classes:
ordered by increasing size, they are siyo na chaba, dua na chaba, litrohan, media ganta,
ganta. These size classes refer to the volume of the vessel. The process of manufacture
for each of these classes is the same, the major differences being in the amoimt of clay
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used and the time taken to complete each stage. See Appendix A, Figures A.1 to A.4, for
coron litrohan stage profiles.

Stage 1
The potter sits on a small, low stool with the turntable or ""bayangari" (see
Appendix A, Figures A.5 and A.6) in front of her and the pile of prepared clay within
arms reach. She starts by placing a small piece of plastic on the tumtable, she then grabs
a handful of clay and kneads it between her hands. If there are any large inclusions ,
usually small rocks or hard bits of clay, she will pick them out and "flick" them off her
fingertips; they accumulate around her work area. Once the clay has been cleaned, she
slaps it down on the plastic and pats it down so the top is flat. This process is repeated
three times for the Coron Litrohan, the most common size of cooking pot. If the size
desired is larger, she will add more clay as needed.
Once the lump of clay has been patted down and flattened, she dips her hand in
the water pot, which is within arms reach, and adds a bit of water to the top of the lump.
Grabbing the bayangan with her left hand, she starts pinching the lump starting in the
middle and moving outward, while turning the bayangan slowly. Continuing, she roughs
out the rim using her right hand. Then she grabs a small piece of cloth, dips it into the
water pot, and runs it through her fingers to remove the excess water. Using the cloth,
she smoothes the rims with her left hand turning the bayangan counter clockwise with
her right hand, then reverses and smoothes with her right hand turning the bayangan
clockwise. The smoothing can be repeated several times, changing hands and reversing
the turning. She gives the rim its final flare by changing the finger position of her right
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hand. Next she removes the rimmed clay and either places it next to her to set up, or
hands it to an assistant. Occasionally, two potters work together, with one forming stage
one vessels, while the other arranges them to dry. This saves the potter from having to
stand up between each vessel, an inconvenience during the production of large batches.
This kind of interaction is frequent when one potter hires another to help in filling a large
order. The hired potter receives payment on a piecework basis.
Energy source: Women - ages 20 - 70
Conjoined Elements: Sack or plastic on clay hump, turntable (bayangari),
waterpot (either coron or plastic bucket), strip of cloth, seat.
Time: 4 minutes. Frequency: between 10-30 vessels per sitting.
Location: potter's work area
Output: Removed inclusions - gravels, hard clay, organics.
Network interaction: potter's working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting Up
The vessel needs to set up and dry slightly before the next stage is started. The
incomplete vessels are often placed on wooden planks and arranged on the ground near
the potter's work area (Figure 4.6). Some potters have built drying shelves in their work
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Figure 4.6: Pots Setting Up and Drying in a Potter's Wori< Area. Note: pots are in a variety of stages of
manufacture. The large white mounds are batches of prepared clay covered with plastic. The pots in the
foreground are resting on a pounding board.

area, which can protect the vessels from rain and flooding. Depending on the weather,
the setting up time can be from one hour to an entire day. The pots can be in danger
during this phase. Several times I watched as dogs or children accidentally stepped on a
newly made vessel, squishing it beyond recognition. If a pot is ruined at this stage, it is
put aside and allowed to harden a bit. It will be returned to the pounding board and
mixed into the next batch of clay.
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This stage, setting up, is repeated several times for each vessel form. To save
space future descriptions of it will be omitted and the reader referred to the above
description.
Energy source: Women - ages 20 - 70
Conjoined elements: plastic, wooden planks or shelves
Time: 1 hour to 1 day. Frequency: once for each batch.
Location: arranged around potter's work area/ compound
Output: None observed.
Network Interactions: Occasional help from household members.

Stage 2
Sitting cross-legged, the potter takes a stage 1 coron from its small sheet of plastic
and uses a bikal (see Appendix A, Figure A.7), a narrow paddle, to tap around the basal
edge, rounding out the sharp comer made where the clay lump met the turntable. She
then picks up the anvil stone (bato) and taps the inside of the coron several times to begin
stretching out the form. Picking up the bikal, she dips the end into the handy water pot
and touches it to the bato, moistening its surface. Resting the coron on her lap, which is
covered with a piece of canvas, she holds the bato on the inside and begins striking the
exterior of the coron. The first strike lands just below the rim, while the following
strokes hit progressively further down. After four strokes she rotates the coron clockwise
about an eighth of a turn and continues the paddling. She then takes the bato fi*om the
interior of the vessel and runs it around the rim, smoothing it. Changing to a mediumsized hinag paddle (see Appendix A, Figure A.8), she shapes the rough globular form
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through continued paddling. She makes several circuits of the pot, occasionally using
fingers to remove pebbles or pinch together cracks either in the body or the rim. Once
shaped, the vessel is set on a board to flatten the bottom. Picking it back up, she runs the
bato along the rim again and smoothes the exterior surface with the limos, a larger-sized
paddle (see Appendix A, Figure A.9). She may repeat the flattening and rim and body
smoothing until she is satisfied with the results. Finishing, she puts it aside by resting it
inverted on its rim. If she is working indoors or on a porch she rests the pot on the floor:
otherwise she uses a wooden drying board.
Energy source: Women ages 20 -70
Conjoined Elements: plastic, bato, bikal, hinag, canvas, water pot (either ceramic
or plastic, seat, wooden drying board.
Time: 4-13 minutes. Frequency: 10 -30 per sitting.
Location: Potter's workshop
Output: Occasional inclusions removed from vessel.
Network interaction: potter's working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting up: See above.

Stage 3
Taking a stage 2 coron, the potter picks up and wets the hinag paddle. She taps
the end to the bato and begins the paddling process. She starts paddling along the rim
and moves towards the base, turning the vessels after every few strokes. She
occasionally stops to dip the hinag in the water and tap it against the baio. She stops as
necessary to mend rim cracks with her fingers, or change her paddling pattern to work
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body cracks together. After paddling the vessel to a slightly larger and more rounded
form with thinner walls, she wets the bato and use it smooth the rim. She then taps the
base of the pot against a board to flatten the bottom and does the same for the rim. She
sets it aside, inverted.
Energy source: women - ages 20 - 70
Conjoined elements: bato, hinag, canvas, water pot, drying board
Time: 4-8 minutes. Frequency: 10-30 pots per sitting.
Location: potter's workshop
Output: removed inclusions (uncommon at this stage).
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting up: See above.

Stage 4
The last stage of coron forming puts the finishing touches on the shape and thins
the walls. Taking a stage 3 coron the potter rubs the rim with her hand or the bato,
smoothing any marks made from the previous setting up period. She then takes a Umos,
dips it into the water pot, taps the end to the bato, and begins the final paddling. This
series of paddles is much lighter, more taps than strikes. Starting below the rim she
works around the pot, without moving lower on the vessel. This gives the pot a more
vertical profile below the rim, the height of which corresponds to the width of the Umos.
The bottom of the vessel is tapped carefully making a smooth surface. Once the potter is
satisfied with the vessel's shape, she dips the Umos in water and rubs its slowly across the
surface of the pot, smoothing it. The brushing motion puts the end of the Umos in contact
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with the vessel, and there is extensive use-wear on the limos as a result; a bowl shaped
depression is worn away. Once the coron is finished, it is set aside to dry.
Energy source: women ages 20 - 70
Conjoined elements: canvas, bato, limos, water pot, drying board.
Time: 4-10 minutes. Frequency: 10-30 pots per sitting.
Location: potter's workshop
Output: occasional removed inclusions
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Optional Stages
Roughly half of the coron made in Paradijon will be either slipped or polished,
but never both.

Polishing
Occasionally a potter polishes a coron. This is done with either an old bottle or a
piece of shell. The shells used are the small plug pieces, which are attached to the foot of
the ocean-dwelling snail and used to close up their shells. Polishing is usually done by
the potter, but their children or husbands also participate in the polishing. While semidry, corons are polished on the sides and bottom. There are two techniques for
polishing. The first creates a star pattern by polishing at various angles along the
diameter of the pot, using the center of the base as a crossover point. The second
approach is to polishing in parallel strokes in different zones of the pot. The base will
have a series of parallel polish marks and there are three or four zones on the sides of the
pot that will have similar patterns.
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Energy source: potter or family members
Conjoined elements: Shells or bottles
Time: 2-4 minutes. Frequency: Occasional
Location: Potter's work area
Output: None observed
Network interaction: Potters with family members

Slipping
Potters may also choose to slip a finished coron or any of the masitera forms
(flower pots), but the stove forms (kalan onogan, kalan sa oring) are never slipped. The
slip is made from a red clay, which is found several kilometers north of Gubat and, as a
result, is fairly expensive compared to the locally available clays. The slip is mixed and
stored in a small vessel, either a coron or plastic bowl. To apply the slip, the potter dips a
cloth rag into the mixture and smears it on to the pot. As the pot absorbs the slip, the
potter continues to rub the cloth against it. This rubbing continues until the slip glistens
with a slight polish. Only the exteriors of the vessels are slipped. Occasionally, the
husbands or children of the potters will help with the slipping, but usually it is the potters
who perform this stage.
Energy source: potter or family members
Conjoined elements: slip, small container, cloth rag.
Time: 2-6 minutes. Frequency: Occasional
Location: Potter's work area
Output: Small amounts of lost slip.
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Network interaction: Potters with family members

Masitera Natural
Masitera natural and masitera natural medya palmera are flower pots formed
with the paddle and anvil technique. Their forming is identical except for the amounts of
clay used and the time required for each stage of production. See Appendix A, Figures
A.10 to A. 14, for masitera natural medya palmera stage profiles.

Stage 1
The potter starts by placing a piece of plastic on the bayangan (turntable) This is
followed by taking a handful of clay from the pile and kneading it in her hands, removing
inclusions, which are flicked from her fingertips. The clay is slapped down on the
bayangan. This process is repeated until the proper amount of clay for a particular size
masitera has been set down. The clay is slapped down firmly and a small amount of
water is scooped by hand from the water pot and added to the center of the clay. The
potter then presses her thumb into the center of the mound and begins a pinching motion
while turning the bayangan slowly, which moves the clay outward. Dipping her hand in
the water once more, she then uses her fingers to roughly shape the rim of the vessel.
Next, she picks up a small piece of cloth and dips it into the water, then runs it through
her fingers to shed the excess water. The moist cloth is held in her right hand and used to
smooth and shape the rim, while the bayangan is turned first clockwise, then counter
clockwise. The form is then put aside to set up.
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: bayangan, plastic, cloth, water pot
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Time: 2-3 minutes. Frequency: once per batch
Location: potter's work area
Output: removed inclusions.
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting up: See above.

Stage 2
Picking up a stage 1 masitera natural (m.n.), the potter peels the plastic from it
and places it on a piece of canvas draped across her lap. She then uses a bikal to tap
along the edge of the base, rounding out the sharp comer made at the contact with the
plastic. The bato is picked up next and used end on to tamp out the center of the vessel.
Once it has been stretched a bit, the potter dips the end of the bikal into the water and taps
it against the bato, wetting the stone. She starts paddling along the base of the rim,
slowly paddling downward as she rotates the vessel with the bato inside. From time to
time, the potter will pause to wet the bikal and bato. If cracks form in the rim, she may
take a small piece of clay from the nearby pile to mend it, while cracks in the body are
simply repaired with skillful strokes of the bikal. To straighten the rim, which may be
slightly deformed by the paddling, the potter will tap the inverted pot on a board. When
finished, the potter places the vessel aside to set up.
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: bikal, bato, canvas, water pot
Time: 3-5 minutes. Frequency
Location: potter's work area
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Outputs: removed inclusions
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting up: See above.

Stage 3
Taking a stage 2 form the potter starts by rubbing the bato along its rim,
smoothing any flaws caused by the setting up. The pot is then settled in her lap, which is
covered with a piece of canvas. She then wets the hinag, taps it to the bato, and begins
paddling. After a number of strikes (7-8 for a m.n., 13-14 for a m.n.m.p.), which start
near the rim and work downwards, she rotates the vessel clockwise. In six turns she
paddled the entire vessel. Small pinches of clay may be taken from the clay pile in order
to fix rim cracks. If rim cracking is serious, the potter will tie a bit of string around the
rim during paddling. Setting up follows.
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: bato, hinag, canvas, water pot, string
Time: 5-7 minutes {m.n.), 10 -12 minutes {m.n.m.p.)
Location: potter's work area
Outputs: none observed
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Stage 4
Resting the vessel on her lap, which is covered by canvas, the potter wets the bato
and rubs it against the rim, smoothing it. Then picking up and wetting the limos, she
begins the final paddling of the masitera (Figure 4.7) She paddles starting at the rim and
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works downward, rotating the masitera after several strokes, pausing occasionally to wet
the bato and limos. Once she has worked her way around the vessel, she turns it upside
down and paddles the base. She then wets the limos and rubs the outside of the vessel
with it, smoothing the exterior surface. The vessel is then set aside inverted

Figure 4. 7: Paddling a Stage 4 Masitera Natural with a Limos. Note bayangan in left foreground.

Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: bato, limos, canvas, water pot, string
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Time: 6-8 minutes (m.n.), 10-13 minutes im.n.m.p.)
Location: potter's work area
Outputs: none observed
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting up: See above.

Stage 5
The potter first uses a wet bato to smooth the rim, then sets the pot down inverted
on the bayangan. She dips her hand in the water pot and moistens the base of the
masitera. Taking a small handful of clay, she kneads it in her hands, removing inclusions
and forming a long slender coil. This coil is then joined along the base of the masitera
with a pinching motion. The potter then wets her right hand again and uses her fingers to
shape and smooth the coil. Excess clay is scraped off and returned to the pile. A wet
piece of cloth is used to finish the smoothing of the coil. The potter may also decide to
drill a hole in the base of the masitera. For this she uses an old knife and punctures the
base with a twisting motion. The waste clay is brushed aside.
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: bato, limos, canvas, bayangan, water pot, knife
Time: 8 minutes {m.n.), 12 minutes {m.n.m.p.)
Location: potter's work area
Outputs: removed inclusions, waste clay.
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.
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Masitera Sampau
Masitera sampau are flower pots made with a coiling technique. Masitera
sampau medyapalmera (m.n.m.p.) are larger forms, for which stage 2 is repeated to add
extra height to the vessel. Unlike the forms which use the paddle and anvil technique,
there are a few male potters who make the masitera sampau. See Appendix A, Figures
A. 15 to A18 for masitera sampau stage profiles.

Stage 1
The potter starts by placing a piece of plastic on the bayangan. Then taking a
large handful of clay, she kneads it in her hands, removing inclusions. She shapes this
clay into a disc shape and slaps it down on the center of the bayangan. Using the palm of
her hand she flattens the clay, then uses her finger tips to smear it outwards, removing
excess clay and returning it to the pile. Once the disc is thin and round enough, she grabs
another handful of clay, removes inclusions, and shapes a fat coil, which she attaches to
the perimeter of the disc with a pinching motion. She then wets her right hand in the
water pot and, turning the bayangan with her left, uses it to give the coil its rough shape,
scraping off excess clay and returning it to the pile. She may reverse the direction of the
bayangan occasionally. To give the coil its final shape she dips a cloth into the water pot
and uses it in her right hand she uses it to smooth and shape the coil. Once satisfied, she
moves the vessel aside to set up.
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: plastic, bayangan, cloth, water pot.
Time: 5-9 minutes: Frequency: once per batch
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Location: potter's work area
Output: removed inclusions
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting up: See above.

Stage 2
The potter removes the plastic from a stage 1 m.s. and centers it on the bayangan.
Some potters then use the bato and limos to paddle the wall lightly, making it thinner and
stronger. The potter then wets the existing rim with her hand and taps the edge of the
limos along it, making small indentations. A large handful of clay is then taken from the
pile and kneaded by the potter, removing inclusions. A long coil is shaped and added to
the wall with a pinching motion. The potter then wets her hand and, while turning the
bayangan, uses it to rough out the shape of the coil, scraping off excess clay and
returning it to the pile. A wet cloth is used to smooth and shape the coil. The pot is set
aside to set up.

This stage is repeated for the larger masitera sampau medya palmera.

Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: Bayangan, bato, limos, cloth, water pot
Time: 4-8 minutes: Frequency: once per batch
Location: potter's work area
Output: removed inclusions
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting up: See above.
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Stage 3
This stage adds another coil to the masitera sampau and is identical to stage 2
(Figure 4.8).

Setting up: See above.

Figure 4. 8: Adding a Coil to a Masitera Sampau.

Stage 4
The potter takes a stage 3 m.s. and places it inverted on the bayangan. Using an
old knife she trims excess clay from the bottom edge of the pot. Then using either a knife
or a sharp stick she drills a hole in the center of the base; the waste clay is brushed aside.
The vessel is then turned over and the potter wets the rim. Next, using a bato and limos,
she lightly paddles the wall. The limos is used to indent the lip of the previous coil. The
potter then grabs a large handful of clay and kneads it in her hands, removing inclusions
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and shaping a long coil. The coil is added to the rim with a pinching motion. Using a wet
hand she gives the rim a rough shape, removing excess clay and returning it to the pile.
Then the potter dips a cloth into the water pot and uses it to shape the rim. To do so, the
potter will first hold the cloth in her right hand while rotating the bayangan both
clockwise and counter-clockwise with her left hand. She then washes the excess clay off
the rag (Figure 4.9) and places it in her left hand and repeats the process in reverse. Once
she is satisfied with the shape of the rim, she places the vessel aside to dry.

Figure 4. 9: Washing the Excess Clay of Her Rag, While Finishing the Rim of a Masitera Sampau.

Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: bayangan, bato, limos, cloth, water pot, old knife, sharp
stick
Time: 6-9 minutes. Frequency: once per batch
Location: potter's work area
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Outputs: removed inclusions, waste clay from scraping
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Kalan Sa Oring
Kalan sa oring are cooking stoves designed to be used with charcoal. See
Appendix A, Figures A.19 to A.27, for kalan sa oring stage profiles.

Stage 1
Base - The potter starts by placing a small piece of plastic on the turntable
{bayangan). She then grabs a handful of clay and kneads it through her hands, removing
the larger inclusions, which she flicks away. The clay is patted into a disc shape and
placed on the bayangan. She then wets her hand and presses the clay disc down firmly.
Using her thumb she smears the clay from the center of the disc towards the outside,
forming a low lip. If needed, she may tap the side of the lip with the bato in order to
correct its roundness. Excess clay is scraped by hand from the center of the disc and
returned to the clay pile. Once satisfied with the thickness of the clay, the potter wets and
uses a small piece of cloth to shape and smooth the lip. When complete, she sets it aside
to set up.
Top - the potter follows the steps listed above, with one addition. Once
the low lip is formed, the potter grabs another handful of clay and kneads it in her hands,
removing inclusions. She then rolls it between her hands making a long, slender coil
which she attaches to the edge of the clay disc. Turning the wheel with her left hand, she
uses her right to shape the lip and scrape away excess clay, which she throws back onto
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the clay pile. The finishing touch comes when she uses a wet cloth to smooth the lip.
The vessel is then put aside to set up.
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: bayangan, cloth, plastic, waterpot
Time: 2-4 minutes. Frequency: once per batch.
Location: potter's work area
Output: removed inclusions
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting up: See above.

Stage 2
Base - A stage 1 base is removed from its plastic and placed inverted on the
bayangan, so the low lip is down. The new upper face is smoothed using a wet bato.
The potter then grabs a handful of clay and kneads it in her hands, removing inclusions
and fashioning a coil, which is added to the vessel with a pinching motion. If the coil is
too short she will add a small section to it, if it is too long, the excess is pinched off and
returned to the clay pile. To shape the coil, she turns the bayangan with her left hand
while removing excess clay. The final shape of the lip is made with a wet cloth, while
she occasionally reverses the rotation of the bayangan. Once complete, the vessel is
moved aside to set up.
Top - A stage 1 kalan sa oring is removed from its plastic and set upon
the bayangan. The plastic is returned to a small pile near the bayangan. The potter wets
her anvil stone {batd) and uses it to smooth the interior flat surface. She then wets the lip
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with a damp cloth and uses her thumb or a paddle to intent the top of the lip. Grabbing a
handful of clay she kneads it in her hands, removing the inclusions. She forms this into a
coil and joins it to the lip with a pinching motion. Turning the bayangan with her left
hand she uses her right to shape the lip and scrape away excess clay, which is returned to
the clay pile. She then wets a cloth and uses it to shape the lip, occasionally reversing the
direction of the bayangan. At this point, the potter is shaping the final rim of the kalan sa
oring, and as a final touch she indents the rim with the side of her thumb. Potters vary on
the number of indentations, which can be used to identify a particular potter's product
(London 1988).
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements; bayangan, bato, paddle (either limos, hinag, or bikal), plastic
Time: 3-6 minutes. Frequency: once per batch
Location: Potter's work area
Output: removed inclusions
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting up: See above.

Stage 3
In this stage the two halves are joined. First a base stage 2 is placed on the
bayangan. Using the bato and a limos, the wall is paddled lightly. The potter then wets
the lip using a damp cloth. Then, using her thumb or the side of the limos, she indents the
top of the lip. Grabbing a handful of clay, she kneads it in her hands, removing
inclusions and shaping a coil, which is added to the lip using a pinching motion. A short
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coil is made and added if needed, or excess clay is returned to the clay pile. The new coil
is shaped first by hand and then with a damp cloth. A stage 2 top is then picked up and
placed with some downward pressure on top of the fresh coil. The potter then grabs
another handful of clay, cleans it, and makes a coil, which is added to the outside of the
vessel at the join between the top and bottom halves, creating a collar at the vessel's
midpoint.. The coil is shaped by placing thumb and index finger on either side and
turning the bayangan. Excess clay is removed and returned to the pile. A wet cloth is
used for the final smoothing and shaping of the collar. The potter then uses her thumb to
indent the collar. The potter then picks up an old knife and uses it to cut circles in the
center of the vessel, which allows for air flow from bottom to top. Using a twisting
motion, the potter first drills a hole in the center of the vessel, then cuts several more in a
circle about halfway out from the center, occasionally dipping the point of the knife into
water. The waste clay is either discarded on the nearby ground or placed on a sack for
storage prior to returning it to the pounding board where it will be mixed into the next
batch. Once finished, the potter either sets the vessel aside or moves directly on to stage
4.
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: bayangan, bato, limos, old knife, cloth, waterpot
Time: 6-10 minutes. Frequency: once per batch
Location; potter's work area
Output: removed inclusions, waste clay from cutting holes.
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.
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Setting up: At this juncture, the setting up stage is optional and the potter may
proceed directly to the next stage of the production sequence. However, there are times
when the vessels are allowed to set up between stages 3 and 4.

Stage 4
This stage adds the "ears" or talinga. The potter takes a stage 3 kalan sa oring.
and places it on the bayangan. She grabs a large handful of clay, cleans it, and forms a
thick coil, which is pinched off into three sections. She rolls the sections into balls. The
potter then attaches the first ball onto the rim of the vessel. Before shaping the balls into
ears, she checks the distance between them with the spread of her hand. Satisfied that the
balls are placed equidistant, she wets her hand and shapes tliem into ears with a milking
motion, scraping off excess clay and returning it the clay pile. With her wet hand, she
smears the surface clay from the ear back onto the rim of the vessel, making a smooth
join.
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: bayangan , waterpot
Time: 6-10 minutes. Frequency: once per batch
Location: potter's work area
Output: removed inclusions
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting up: See above.
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Stage 5
This stage is known as opening or "'abre." The potter takes a stage 4 vessel and
places it on her lap. With an old knife she carves an opening in the lower section of the
vessel. The opening is located in an area between two of the "ears." The waste clay is
either discarded or placed on a nearby sack for storage before it is returned to the
pounding board for mixing into the next batch.
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: old knife, sack
Time: 3-6 minutes. Frequency: once per batch
Location: potter's work area
Output: waste clay.
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Kalan Onogan
Kalan Onogan are cooking stoves designed to be used with firewood. See
Appendix A, Figures A.28 to A.32, for kalan onogan stage profiles.

Stage 1
The potter starts by placing a sheet of plastic, and quite often a board, on the
bayangan. A board is often used underneath the plastic, because the ring of clay which is
a stage 1 kalan onogan (k.o.) is very unstable and needs extra support. She then grabs a
large handful of clay and cleans it, removing inclusions, rolling it between her hands
making a long coil. She then places one end on the plastic and while turning the
bayangan she set the rest down, making a circle of clay on the plastic. She then wets the
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right hand and uses it to thin and shape the coil, while turning the bayangan with her left.
This process is reversed occasionally while she forms the coil into the lower wall of the
cooking stove. During the shaping of the wall, she will occasionally pause to remove
large inclusions. She puts the final touches on the wall by wetting a piece of cloth and
using it to smooth the clay. Once finished she puts the stage 1 ko. aside to set up.
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: bayangan, plastic, board, cloth, waterpot
Time: 4-8 minutes. Frequency: once per batch
Location: potter's work area
Output: removed inclusions
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting up: See above.

Stage 2
The potter removes the stage 1 vessel from the plastic and places it on the
bayangan. She uses a hinag and bato she slowly paddles the wall while turning the
bayangan. She then wets the lip of the wall and taps it along the top with the hinag.
Grabbing a large handful of clay, she kneads it between her hands, removing inclusions
and forming a long coil. She joins the coil to the top of the stage 1 form with a pinching
motion, then wets her hand and gives it a rough shape while removing excess clay, which
is returned to the clay pile. A wet cloth is used to give the coil its final shape. The
finished stage two form is replaced on a board for the setting up.
Energy source: potter
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Conjoined elements: bayangan, plastic, board, hinag, bato, cloth, waterpot
Time: 4-8 minutes. Frequency: once per batch
Location: potter's work area
Outputs: removed inclusions
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting up: See above.

Stage 3
Taking a stage two form and placing it on the bayangan, the potter again uses a
hinag and bato to paddle the walls, paying particular attention to the join between the
first two coils. The lip of the form is wetted and tapped with the side of the hinag. She
then grabs a large handful of clay and kneads it in her hands removing inclusions. The
clay is formed into a long coil, which is attached with a pinching motion. The potter wets
her right hand and, tuming the bayangan with her left, uses it to shape the coil and
remove excess clay, which is returned to the clay pile. She may change the direction of
the bayangan or the use of her hands. A wet cloth is used for the final shaping of the rim.
Once formed, she indents the rim with the side of her thumb. The vessel is put aside to
set up.
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: bayangan, bato, hinag, cloth, waterpot.
Time: 4-8 minutes. Frequency: once per batch
Location: potter's work area
Outputs: removed inclusions
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Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting up: See above.

Stage 4
The potter takes a stage three form and places it on the bayangan. She then takes
a large handful of clay and kneads it in her hands, removing inclusions. A fat coil is
formed, then pinched into three sections. She rolls the first section into a ball and places
it on the rim of the form. The process is repeated twice for the other two sections.
Measuring the distance between the balls, she arranges them so they are equidistant.
Once satisfied with their placement, the potter wets her hand and shapes the balls into
"ears' or talinga, removing excess clay and retiuning it to the clay pile. She smears the
surface clay onto the rim, making a smooth join. The vessel is then put aside to set up.
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: bayangan, waterpot
Time: 4-8 minutes. Frequency: once per batch
Location: potter's work area
Outputs: removed inclusions
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Setting up: See above.

Stage 5
The potter places a stage four ko. on either the bayangan or her lap. She then
takes an old knife and carves out an opening between two of the "ears." She may dip the
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knife into the waterpot occasionally to keep it wet. The removed clay is either discarded
on the ground or placed on a sack to be returned to the pounding board for later use. The
vessel is then set aside to dry.
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: bayangan, knife, waterpot
Time: 3-6 minutes. Frequency: once per batch
Location: potter's work area
Outputs: waste clay
Network interaction: potters working together, hiring of one potter by another.

Biso
Biso are large water storage vessels made with the paddle-anvil technique. Given
their large size (Figure 4.10), they are extremely difficult to make. At present, only two
potters make biso with regularity. Unfortunately, I was unable to make behavioral chain
observations for the manufacture of biso. See Appendix A, Figures A.33 to A.36, for
biso stage profiles.
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Figure 4. 10: Paddling a Biso. Note the biso on the right is resting in a large rim sherd that has been
inverted.

Masitera Natural "Hanging"
Masitera natural "hanging" are small flowerpots designed as hanging orchid
planters. Made with the paddle-anvil technique, the steps are very similar to masitera
natural, with the addition of an ''abre" stage at the end, which cuts the opening for the
orchid roots and wire hangers, both of which the purchaser must supply. Since these
vessels are only made infrequently, the behavioral chain will be omitted. See Appendix
A, Figures A.37 to A.40, for masitera natural "hanging" stage profiles.

Drying
Once the vessels are finished it may take several days for them to be dry enough
to fire. However, if the day is hot and tlie sun intense, the pots can dry enough in a single
long afternoon. On average, the drying process takes two days. The drying pots are
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stacked wherever there is space. If the ground is dry, they will be placed directly on it; if
it is damp, the pots will be placed on drying boards; and if it is raining, the pots will be
kept indoors, often dominating the floor space of the potter's house. Drying pots are
tended by the potters, who will turn or move them to keep them in the sim or retrieve
them hastily if rain threatens. Drying pots are occasionally melted in an unexpected
downpour. If a pot is mined in this fashion, the clay is returned to the pounding board
and incorporated into the next batch.
Energy source: women ages 20 - 70, solar
Conjoined elements: drying boards, shelves, plastic,
Time: 5 hours - 5 days. Frequency: once per batch
Location: in and around the potter's workshop area.
Output: occasional melted pot.
Network interactions: Occasional help from household members

Storing Dried Vessels
Dry vessels may be stored for several days while the potter waits for
improvements in the weather or a delivery of firing fuel. This post-drying storage occurs
in well protected areas, particularly inside a potter's house or covered work area.
Energy source: none
Conjoined elements: houses, work areas.
Time: 1 day to two weeks. Frequency: more frequent during rainy season.
Location: potter's workshop or house.
Output; none

Network interactions; none

Fuel Acquisition
Several days prior to the firing, the potter orders the necessary fuel. The primary
provider of fuel is a young man, who works on a nearby farm. The fuels he supplies,
including dry palmfronds and cogon grass, are waste products of farming activities.
Receiving the fuel in advance of the firing allows the potter to dry the fuel at the same
time as the vessels. The young man is very reliable, and potters are rarely delayed in
their firing while waiting for fuel. Most often, the bundles of palmfronds lean against the
potter's house while the vessels are dryingy\white the cogon grass sits on the ground
protected from rain by canvas sacks.
Energy source: delivery man, potters
Conjoined Elements: palmfronds, cogon grass, canvas sacks, houses
Time: several minutes for delivery. Frequency: once a week or less.
Location: potter's household compound.
Outputs: none observed.
Network interactions: potters with fuel delivery man.

Firing
The firing is undertaken by men, with occasional help from the potter. The
activity starts with the man unpacking two or three bundles of palmfronds. The individual
fronds, which come with leaves ahready stripped, are cut into equal lengths. The length is
often tailored to the number and type of vessels being fired. For example, in the
particular firing described below, the length of the fronds were equivalent to the width of
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five kalan onogan. For cutting, the frond is placed on a low wooden chopping block,
which can be nothing more than a thick branch. Once the first frond is measured and cut
to the desired lengths, it will be placed along the chopping block to act as a template for
the following fronds. The cutting tool, the bolo, is also used to make a shallow cut along
the back of the frond, about midway on its length, which serves to straighten the curved
frond.
If rice hull is available or if the ground is wet, the man may begin building the
firing by laying down a layer of rice hull, on which is placed the palmfronds. If rice hull
is not used, then the fronds lie directly on the ground. The first layer of fronds are laid
down side by side, usually making a square. Then second is laid perpendicular to the
first, with the third being parallel to the first. The number of fronds per layer can vary
from 10 to 30 according to the number of pots to be fired and the size of the fronds
themselves. The frond layers can eventually reach up to 35 cm in height.
The vessels are then arranged on the fuel bed, a process in which the potter often
helps. The larger, heavier forms ik.s.o., ko., biso, m.s.m.p., m.n.m.p.) are placed in the
first layer, with the smaller, lighter forms {m.n., m.s., corori) stacked on top. One or two
batches of pottery may be fired together, thus the total number of pots may range from 20
to 120 per firing, depending on the kinds of pots produced in the batch. The pots are then
covered with fuel, most often dry cogon grass, but if a roof has recently been mended, the
old nipa palm may be added as well. Once the pyre has been well covered with grass.
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Figure 4.11: Stacking Pots for Firing. Masitera Sampau on bottom, coron and their lids on top.

chunks of banana tree trunk will be leaned up against it. Often, the firer will used his
bolo to split the trunks. The banana trunks serve to keep the pyre from collapsing, which
results in hot pots rolling off the palm and shattering on the ground. Complete pyres may
range in height from 80cm to 160cm.
The pyre is lit using a makeshift torch, which often is simply a stick with a rag
tied on the end, which has been drenched in kerosene. The torch is slid along the ground
into the center of the pyre and left in place to be consumed. Firings take an average of
two hours to complete. Firing temperatures are low, but the unfortunate failure of my
thermocouple precluded taking temperature readings.
The fire must be tended vigilantly, with more grass added occasionally, water
sprinkled over sections that are burning too hot, or the banana trunks rearranged to fend
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off a collapse. A successful firing takes skill, and very often the older men give advice
(only sometimes asked for) to their juniors.
The vessels are removed from the ashes while still hot. To accomplish this, the
men use a long bamboo pole, which has a metal poke on one end, and a notch cut in the
other. These two ends allow for a variety of means for picking up and moving the hot
vessels. They are placed aside and allowed to cool. The banana tree trunks, not usually
consumed in their first use, are put to the side of the firing area to be used again. The
trunks will often last two or three firings.
Some time after a firing, usually the next day, the potter will sweep the ashes
away. This is most common when the firing is held in a high U^affic, public space.
Firing areas that are tucked in among household will have their waste swept to the side,
piling up along the base of an exterior house wall. If the firing is in a remote location, or
if rains come soon after, the ashes are left in place to melt into the ground.
Vessel failure during firing is relatively uncommon, with most firings having
complete success. However, a vessel may occasionally break during a firing. Usually,
the waste sherds from such mishaps are brushed aside to the edge of the firing area or
compound. Once, I witnessed a complete failure, when every vessel exploded during
firing. The potter blamed it on poorly mixed clay (see "Exploding Pots", chapter 3).
Energy sources: potter, firer; rice hull, cogon grass, palmfronds.
Conjoined elements: bolo, chopping block, torch, matches, banana trunks,
bamboo pole.
Time 1.5 - 3 hours: Frequency: once per batch
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Location: firing area
Outputs: ash, charcoal, waste sherds, charred banana trunks, oxidized soil.
Network interactions: potter and firer; firer and firer (sharing advice).

Storing Fired Vessels
The fired vessels are occasionally stored for a few days before distribution, but
most often, the vessels are sold within a day or two of firing. If storage is necessary, it is
done within the potter's house or work area. Prior to a large town fiesta in the region, the
potters will often stock up on finished vessels.
Energy source: potter
Conjoined elements: floors and shelves
Time: 1-10 days. Frequency: occasional
Location: potter's house or work area
Output: none observed
Network interaction: none observed

Packing
To ensure safety, the finished vessels are packed prior to transport. The packing
material is long strips of banana trunk and narrow strands of fiber. The pots are stacked
or nested and the banana trunks are wrapped around them. The strands of fiber tie the
bundle together. Very often, the husbands or sons of the potter help with the packing of
the pots.
Energy source: potter or male relative
Conjoined elements: knife, banana trunk, fiber strands.
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Time 10-15 minutes per bundle
Location: potter's compound
Output: wasted fiber strands and banana trunk
Network interaction: potter and packer (usually male household member).

Storing Packed Vessels
Once packed, the pots are usually U-ansported immediately. However, on
occasion they remain in the potter's compound for a day or two before shipping.
Energy source: none
Conjoined elements: none
Time: 1 - 2 days
Location: potter's compound
Output: none observed
Network interaction: none observed

Transporting Finished Vessels
The method of transport depends on the location of distribution. First, If the pots
are to be sold in one of the several small shops in Paradijon, they are simply hand-carried
to their destination. Second, if the pots are to be sold to shop owners in the marketplace
in Gubat, they are either hand carried, loaded on a pushcart, or loaded into a tricy (a small
motorcycle with a sidecar) for transport. Last, if the destination is Sorsogon, or some
other town in region, the pots are loaded on to jeepneys for the journey. Jeepneys are
small buses patterned on World War II ammunition carriers and act as the primary public
transportation in the region. Several potters may travel together on a jeepney, sharing the
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expense. For all cases of distribution, members of the potter's family may assist in the
handling of the vessels.
Energy sources: potter and family, tricy, jeepney
Conjoined elements: pushcart, tricy, jeepney
Time: 10 minutes -1 hour: Frequency: once a week
Location: from Paradijon to destination
Outputs: none observed
Network interactions: potters with family, potters sharing rides, potters and
drivers.

Distribution of Finished Vessels
There are several methods for distributing the finished vessels. Moving from
local to regional distribution they are as follows:
1) To pay for clay, the potters have agreed to give one-tenth of their production
to either the Paradijon Livelihood Cooperative or Balik Katan shops for resale (Figure
4.11). Both shops may be visited by passersby and sell pots to the general public.
However, if the inventory becomes too large, the vessels may be taken to Sorsogon for
sale to a variety of shop owners.
2) One potter, whose house faces Bonafacio Street, has built a small storefront,
from which she sells her pots.
3) The pots may be sold to one of several shop owners in the Gubat marketplace
4) Vessels may be taken to the provincial capital of Sorsogon and sold retail by
the potters during the weekly market on Saturdays (Figure 4.13)
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5) The pots may also be sold wholesale to shop owners in Sorsogon.

Figure 4. 12: Pots Stored at the PLC Depot. Note: A bundle of palm fronds for firing to the right.

Figure 4. 13: A potter, Seated at Hight, Sells Her Wares at the Market in Sorsogon.

6) The pots may be taken to other towns within the province, usually during fiestas
which always have large markets during the event.
Energy source: potters
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Conjoined elements: numerous
Time: variable
Location: variable
Outputs: distribution of pots throughout region.
Network interactions: Potter - customer (general public or shopowners).

Discussion
From the preceding description, several summary statements regarding the
organization of production at Paradijon can be drawn. The production is household based
and autonomous. The potters make all the important decisions concerning what kinds of
pots to make, when to make them, and where to sell them. Although they may cooperate
with other potters occasionally, there are no formal work relationships between potters.
The range in intensity varies from full-time to intermittent (extremely "part-time").
While directed by the female potters, the fabrication of pots includes other members of
her family or the community. There is a gender-based division of labor. Men dig,
prepare, and deliver the clay to the women potters, who fabricate the pots. Men return to
the production process for firing the wares, while women direct the distribution on the
finished vessels. The flow of ceramic materials through the community has two points of
convergence based on male activities. During clay preparation and firing, ceramic
materials of different potters may pass through shared space: the pounding boards and
firing areas. During distribution, the pots may once again converge when potters share
transport on their trips to market. Distribution of pots is regional and unrestricted. The
level of commimity participation in a market is dependent on the size of the market.
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These observations suggest likely points where evidence of the organization of
production may occiu- and may be observed and will be used to guide the later analysis.
All of the technologies used in the production chain in Paradijon are single-user
technologies. That is, each technology can be used by one and only one actor at a time.
Paddles, anvils, and turntables are owned by particular potters and are used by that potter
alone. While pounding boards are shared, they can only be used by one preparer at a
time. These single-user technologies allow a great deal of freedom and autonomy
amongst the community of potters. No large labor parties need be organized to produce
pots, nor do scheduling problems arise between potters during the forming of vessels.
However, minor scheduling conflicts may occur during the clay preparation and vessel
firing stages as these activities require the use of shared space. The level of cooperation
needed to conduct these stages is at a bare minimum, that is, they require the absence of
other actors.
The autonomy that single-user technologies provide is cherished by the potters.
However, this arrangement also requires that each actor be the master of the necessary
skills and knowledge of production. No managers exist to dictate the manner of the
work. These aspects are indicative of true "craftsmen"; producers who own their own
tools, make all the decisions during the work process, and control a body of knowledge
gained over years of experience.
Single-use technologies also may also act as a constraint against vertical
organizational complexity. That is, the autonomy of the technologies used in Paradijon
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would make it quite difficult to introduce techniques of direct management, wherein a
managerial elite would control the decisions made in the chain of production.
The traditional Paradijon Production Technology may also be classified as a
"long-linked" technology. Long-linked technologies require that steps be completed
sequentially (Thompson 1967). For example, clay preparation must precede vessel
manufacture. Thus, the organization of Paradijon pottery production is based on the
nature of autonomous and long-linked technologies. In the context of "community
specialization" this leads to both independence and interdependence. Each stage of the
production process is executed independent of cooperative work efforts, that is, they can
be undertaken by one individual. However, each stage is also interdependent with the
others, relying on a preceding stage to supply its inputs or a following stage to consume
its inputs.

Network Interactions
Several classes of network interactions have been identified that will be addressed
in the following chapters. Chapter 5 will examine the interactions between potters, while
chapter 6 will examine the interactions between potters and clay preparers, and potters
and customers. The interaction between preparers was not thoroughly recorded and thus
will be omitted from the following analyses.

Failure of the New Technology
As discussed in chapter 3, several new technologies have been introduced to
Paradijon in recent years. The Balik Katan faction now has a kiln, while the PLC
members own a clay-grinder and several electric wheels. As noted in chapter 3, and is
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apparent in the above behavioral chain, these technologies have failed to become
integrated into the production sequence. The lone exception is that a single man
occasionally uses the clay grinder.
The reasons for this failure of the new technology to take hold may be described
from three points of view. First, the failure may be a result of the disintegration of a
technological system and the uncertainties this produces. Second, the failure may be seen
as a consequence of the social context of production in Paradijon, in terms of the cost in
personal and social capital. Third, the failure of the new technology may be attributed to
poor engineering practice.
The clay grinder, wheels, and kiln are all parts of a system of production that is
designed to greatly increase the pottery output from Paradijon. Each of these components
can dramatically improve the efficiency of production at their particular stage, allowing
for a large increase in the quantity of material produced. However, without being
properly integrated, that is the product of electric wheels fired in the kiln, the gains in
output will not be realized. For instance, using the clay grinder reduces the time needed
for clay preparation by more than half. Theoretically, if the clay grinder were to be used,
much more clay would be made available to the potters. However, the use of padde/anvil
techniques of production acts as a constraint against this, since the potter's rate of
production with paddle/anvil remains low. Throwing pots on a wheel would greatly
increase the efficiency of production allowing many more pots to be produced in the
same amount of time. However, if traditional bonfire techniques are still used for firing,
the increased output would not be fired in a timely fashion. Lastly, use of the kiln would
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allow for more efficient firing of pots and each firing would contain up to four times as
many vessels as an open firing. However if there are not enough finished pots to fill the
kiln, the use of the kiln becomes inefficient. Thus, with the clay grinder and wheels in
the hands of one faction, and the kiln in the hands of the other, the system is
disintegrated. This is, without the synergy between all the components of the new
system, none of the parts can operate effectively. If one component is used, such as the
wheels, the increase in production will cause bottlenecks to occur within the system;
finished vessels would soon crowd the potter's available work space as they wait to be
dried and fired.
It is relatively straightforward to place this explanation within the framework of
uncertainty. Increased product from wheel-throwing would make demands on drying
space and firing throughput that caimot be met within the current Paradijon context.
Thus, wheel-throwing would be a great source of uncertainty. For the kiln, the reliance
on scheduling several potters' production to be processed simultaneously is also a great
source of uncertainty. That the clay grinder is used occasionally is also explainable.
Getting clay in a timely fashion is a serious source of uncertainty for the potter; thus,
solutions to this uncertainty are likely to be adopted. However, as we shall see in the
next chapter, there are serious socio-political constraints on the use of the clay grinder,
thus discouraging its v\dder adoption.
Another way to look at the failure of the new technology is based on the social
context of production and the social values of the potters. The cost in personal capital in
changing technology would be great for all the actors in the production system. Personal
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capital includes the skills and knowledge that a person possesses. For example, elderly
potters would have to releam potting skills, a lifetime of knowledge would be cast away
in moving from paddle/anvil to the wheel. The same process would hold true for the
firing technologies. Open bonfires and kilns require very different skills; the more skilled
one is at firing using traditional techniques, the more one stands to loose in changing
technologies.
The loss of social capital may also play a role in rejecting the new technology.
Social capital exists among the actors in the system and is based on the content of their
relationships. For example, an elderly female potter always has the same very old man
fire her pots. Theses two individuals have a lifetime of shared experience, they are in the
same cohort, they are friends, relatives, and peers. The old man in this relationship is far
too frail to return to agricultural work, but he has vast experience in firing pots. If the
potter were to send her finished vessels to the kiln for firing she would be denying her
peer a livelihood. The man would be distressed to say the least. A great deal of social
capital would be lost in such a decision. Thus, fiiendship and loyalty play a role in the
decision of potters not to take advantage of the opportunities the new kiln presents. The
social capital built up over years of cooperation between actors in the production system
is valued above the material gains offered by the new technology.
Lastly, the failure of the new technology in Paradijon may be seen as a result of
poor engineering practice in two ways; first, as an example of the goals of the engineers
not matching the needs of the beneficiaries of the project, and second, as an example of
poorly designed machinery. In the first view, the engineers in the Department of the
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Environment and Natural Resources were seeking to solve a problem stemming from
both ecological and political sources. Years prior to their intervention in Paradijon, the
DENR built a kiln in Casiguran, on the other side of the Sorsogon peninsula. This kiln
was designed for brick-making and used wood for fuel. It was a great success, and the
highway through Casiguran is lined with piles of bricks awaiting transport to market.
One reason for this project was a recently passed law demanding that all new government
buildings be built of brick. Constantly replacing weaker structures in the wake of
typhoons had grown too expensive it seems. However, a few years later a problem
became apparent. The success of the kiln, combined with its use of wood for fuel, was
causing severe deforestation. Under new administration, the DENR had been given a
new set of priorities, and at the top of the list was stopping deforestation. The DENR was
in an awkward situation, since one of their own projects was causing the same
deforestation they were now enjoined to stop. Therefore, they thought, it would be
beneficial to build a kiln in Sorsogon that used waste fuels, such as rice hull, for firing
bricks. They had heard that Paradijon was home to a group of potters and reasoned that
the barrio would make a good home for a new non-deforesting brick kiln. They
conducted a geological survey of the area and discovered abundant clays suitable for
brick-making. They then contacted the inhabitants of Paradijon and eventually became
embroiled in the factionalism (see Chapter 3). What they did not plan for was that
people with traditional skills in pot-making would have no interest in making bricks, even
if such a product were more profitable. They did not have experience in such matters,
since the Casiguran kiln was located in a social context without traditional potters. Once
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they realized their mistake, the DENR engineers attempted to pull the project out of
Paradijon, but they were already committed by contract to finish it. In my interviews
with DENR engineers, they spoke of the project with frustration and resignation. Once
the final report of the building project was complete, they planned to forget it ever
existed.
The second problem from the DENR engineering side, poor design, stems from
the first. The conception of the project was to build a kiln that produced bricks for
mandated building projects, while following another mandate, the prevention of
deforestation. The design that the engineers came up with was flawed in both material
and social ways. The kiln uses four forced-air combusters, two on either side of the kiln,
that are powered with electric fans. From a purely design standpoint, there are serious
problems with these combusters. They basically act as blast furnaces, forcing air down
through the fuel and out the base, carrying hot air into the kiln. At the base of the
combusters is a metal grille used for emptying the ash. With the poor quality of metal
alloys available, it took only three firings for the metal grate to turn into a pile of molten
slag. From a social context view, the design of the kiln required three men to nm. These
men would have to be specially trained and paid for each firing. Also, the scheduling of
firings would be dependent on the availability of this labor. For a community of potters
who value autonomy, this situation was destined for trouble. An additional flaw to the
electric blower design is that electricity is very expensive, and just the hookup alone
carries a monthly charge. Thus, to break even on a cost basis, the kiln would need to run
four loads a week, a goal impossible to fill with only the Balik Katan potters contributing.
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The kilns' large capacity requires the product of several potters and organize labor to run;
for these reasons, the kiln needs to be managed. Thus, this cooperative technology
provided an opportunity to introduce managed production into the Paradijon system.
This change, however, was defeated by the independent potters.
The DOST project, which brought electric wheels and a clay grinder, was flawed
in similar ways. First of all, the project was not requested by the potters, it came at the
request of Aida Erestain, the nonpotter president of the Paradijon Livelihood
Cooperative. Aida made the request with a sense of progressive altruism, but never
consulted the potters regarding their wishes. Her agenda was to "lift up" the potters,
through "improving" their production techniques. According to several of the potters, the
DOST sent down an engineer to demonstrate how to make wheel thrown pots. He
plugged the wheel in and slapped down a lump of clay. Partway through pulling the put
up, it slipped off-center and flew off the wheel and onto the ground. Apparently, the
pedal for controlling the speed of the wheel was not very well designed, and the speed of
the wheel was difficult to control. According to the potters, "the wheel spins too fast."
Thus for a variety of reasons the technological change hoped for by local elites and
governmental agencies alike appear doomed to failure.
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CHAPTER 5: SOCIAL NETWORKS
The organizational structures discussed thus far, the Balik Katan and Paradijon
Livelihood Cooperative, are formal organizations with official positions, formal
membership, and corporate property. However, from chapters 3 and 4, it is clear that
these formal organizations do not regulate the production process beyond the acquisition
of raw clay. They also tell us little about the internal social dynamics of the Paradijon
community. To illustrate these internal dynamics it is necessary to examine the informal
social organization of the community.
Earlier it was shown that the alliance building behaviors involved in factional
competition increased the complexity of formal organizations of production, as seen in
the creation of the PLC and Balik Katan. Whether the factionalism had an effect on the
informal organization of production will be examined through the following social
network analysis. Of particular interest is whether alliance building with elites and the
processes of factional competition result in greater political complexity among the potters
themselves. The social network analysis seeks to identify the occurrence of factional
leaders, those persons who coordinate politically meaningful action within the potting
community. As Brumfiel (1992a, 1992b) observes, factions compete for resources.
Once those resources are acquired, it is necessary for the faction to distribute them to its
members. However, the resources gained through factional competition may not be
suitable for distribution and may fall under the control of factional leaders. In either case,
factional leaders may develop in response to resource allocation.
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From the description of the factionalism in chapter 3, it is apparent that one
resource that the opposing factions wish to control is the new technology brought into
Paradijon by the Philippine Government. Indeed, the outbreak of factionalism in
Paradijon is directly linked to the competition over the first of these projects. That these
new tools are rarely used as intended seems to be of little consequence. These new
technologies, however, cannot be simply given out to members of the receiving faction.
The kiln must be managed and with many more potters than electric wheels, scheduling
must be undertaken. Thus, in Paradijon, there exists the potential for positions of power
within factions based on the control of resources garnered through factional competition.
There must also be a basis in the informal social structure for these positions of
factional leadership. Since factional leaders coordinate politically meaningful behavior,
that is behavior that expresses the factional affiliation of the members and their
participation in elite alliances, the most likely source of power would derive fi*om
controlling the flow of factional information within the membership. Thus factional
leaders are defined as those people who control both the resources of the faction and the
flow of information within the faction.
Thus, the following social network analysis will examine two major aspects of
informal organization within the Paradijon potting community. First, it will address the
informal political organization by analyzing the flow of information through the factional
constituencies. This analysis will examine whether leadership positions occur within the
factions and how such positions fit within the factional structures. Second, it will
address the mformal organizations that surround the production process itself Together,
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these analyses will illustrate the internal social structures within the specialist
community. This task is important for it addresses whether factionalism develops
political complexity within the potting community. Also, while membership in a
particular formal organization determines patterns of clay access, it is the informal
structures surrounding production that can transform this division into spatial patterning
at local and regional scales. Thus, the structures revealed through the social network
analysis will also serve to guide the later examination of the archaeological correlates of
factionalism (chapter 6).
Two social networks provide the basis for this analysis. Using a pair of networks
will capture a wider range of relationships between potters. The friendship network seeks
to capture expressive behavior, i.e. potters sharing companionship, moral support, and
factional information. The workgroup network is intended to identify instrumental
behavior, i.e. potters cooperating during the production and distribution process and
sharing production related information

Methods
Eliciting responses suitable for network analysis is a difficult proposition. First,
questions were translated into the local language, Bicol. Most importantly, however,
questions had to be appropriate for the Paradijon cultural context. Questions typically
used by sociologists to elicit social network data, such as "Who do you share important
information with?" to which the response was invariably "nobody," simply do not work
in the Paradijon context. After testing a variety of questions, two were used. To elicit
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responses for the instrumental or workgroup network, the question "Who do you work
with?" was used, while "Who do you visit with?" was asked for friendship information.
A further discussion of just what kinds of behavior these networks captured is included
below. Working in Paradijon on a daily basis also allowed me to observe the pattern of
potter interaction: I could see who was working with whom, or which potters gathered
together to exchange gossip. Thus, I was able to evaluate the effectiveness of the survey
questions in representing actual behavior. Kinship relationships between potters were
also gathered and their effect on informal networks will be discussed as well. All 40
potters were included in the workgroup network, while two potters were missed by the
friendship network survey. The two potters omitted were not actively making pots during
the study period of 1995, and had gone to Manila for an extended visit during the time of
the friendship survey.
A network graphics program, Krackplot (Krackhardt et al. 1995), was used to create
the network diagrams. The arrangements of potters in the network diagram is a result
of annealing and symbolizes social distance (Krackhardt et al 1995). Statistical
analysis of the networks was accomplished using a social network analysis program,
UCINET (Borgatti et al. 1992) First, centrality of actors in the network was
established. Second, cliques were identified.

Actor Ceatrality and Clique Formation
The idea of centrality as applied to human communication was introduced by
Bavelas in 1948 while he was directing research at the Group Networks Laboratory,
M.I.T. (Bavelas 1950). He was specifically concerned with communication in small
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groups, and he hypothesized a relationship between structural centrality and influence in
group processes. The research conducted at M.I.T showed that centrality is relevant to
the way groups organized to solve at least some kinds of problems.
Based in graph theory, centrality measures seek to identify points (nodes) that are
well connected by edges (ties). With respect to communication, a point with a relatively
high central position is somehow "in the thick of things" (Freeman 1979). As the process
of communication goes on in a social network, a person who is in a position that permits
direct contact with many others should begin to see themselves and be seen by others as a
major chaimel of information. In some sense, they are a focal point of communication, at
least with respect to the others with whom they are in contact, and they are likely to
develop a sense of being in the mainstream of information flow in the network (Freeman
1979:19-20). On the opposite end of the spectrum are points with low centrality. The
actors in such positions are likely to come to see themselves and to be seen by others as
peripheral. They are isolated by their position from direct involvement with most of the
others in the network and cut off from active participation in the ongoing
communications process.
Three measures of centrality are used in social network analyses: degree,
betweenness, and closeness. This research focuses on the aspect of betweenness.
Betweenness measures point centrality based upon the frequency with which a point falls
between other pairs of points on the shortest or geodesic paths connecting them. Balevas
(1948) and Shaw (1954) suggest that when a person is strategically located on the
communication paths linking paurs of others, that person is central. A person in such a
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position can influence the group by withholding or distorting information. Shimbel
(1953) stressed the responsibility of persons occupying such positions for the
maintenance of communication and Cohn and Marrict (1958) emphasized their potential
as coordinators of group processes. Regardless of emphasis, a point that falls on the
communication paths between other points exhibits a potential for control of their
communication. It is this potential for control that defines the centrality of these points
(Freeman 1979). For identifying positions of factional leadership based on the control
over factional information in Paradijon, betweenness is deemed to be the most
appropriate measure of centrality.
The understanding of clique formation is a bit more intuitive. A clique is defined
as a subset of members who are more closely identified with one another than with the
remaining members of the group and who exchange something among themselves (Tichy
1973). This exchange is referred to as the content of the relationship and may be
information, affect, fiiendship, labor, materials, and so forth. In Paradijon, the
identification of cliques, along with illustrating informal social structures, also lays the
foundation for the later examination of the material correlates of factionalism (see chapter
6).

Friendship Network
The fiiendship network was designed to capture the expressive relationships
among potters and the flows of factional information through the conununity. If asked
about fiiendship directly, the potters give equivocal answers. However, they do have a
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custom of visiting with each other, that is dropping by for a sit on the porch and a
conversation. Very often, these visits are an opportunity for the potters to exchange
information on the factionalism, i.e. "gossip." During fieldwork, these gossip sessions
provided a wealth of information on the behavior of community members involved in the
factionalism. For example, all the stories in chapter 3, "life during wartime," were
revealed during gossip sessions. I would often sit to one side of their group listening to
the conversation, when something "juicy" about the factionalism came up I would jump
in and ask for more information. The friendship network question "who do you visit
with?" was designed to capture this kind of interaction.
Plotting the friendship network as a graph reveals a very complex set of
interactions, difficult to comprehend at first (Figure 5.1). Graphing the network has
limited analytic utility, but as the following statistical analyses reveal the structures of the
network, the reader will be referred back to this graph.
O

B

Figure 5. I: Friendship Network of Paradijon Potters. PLC-square, BK-ovai, Neutral-diamond.
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The first statistical analysis measures the betweenness of actors within friendship
network. This measure identifies actors who have more control over the flow of
information through the network. The values for each potter are based on their
betweenness centrality in the network of all potters. The analysis is grouped by faction
so as to identify the major players in each. The values presented are a raw measure of
betweenness and a measure of betweenness that is normalized for the size of the network.
Numerical values of betweeness correspond to that actor's centrality; the higher the
number the more central the actor.
Table 5. 1: Paradijon Livelihood Cooperative Friendship Networic Centrality - Between and Between
Normalized

Potter Number
30
25
26
29
28
21
9
6
12
36
13
22
34
8
5
37
14
33
4
39
35
1
40
2

Between
102.4
58.09
47.43
42.09
37.96
33.63
31.81
26.66
16.74
16.64
14.45
10.2
10.07
9.06
6.99
4.85
3.38
3.18
2.43
1.03
0
0
0
0

Between-n
13.82
7.94
6.4
5.68
5.12
4.51
4.29
3.6
2.26
2.25
4.51
1.38
1.36
1.22
.94
.65
.46
.43
.33
.14
0
0
0
0
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From Table 5.1, we see that the PLC faction has an actor that plays a very central
role in the flow of information regarding the factionalism — potter 30. This potter is truly
"in the thick of things" with regard to factional information. As it turns out, she lives
adjacent to the PLC store in the central part of Paradijon and owns the land on which the
store stands. She is also identified in seven friendship cliques (see Table 5.4 below).
During the social survey, potters were also asked if they had any relationships with
"important people." Out of the entire community, only four potters gave a positive
response to this question; potter 30 said that she was a "close friend of Mayor Ramos."
Potter 30 is middle-aged, very energetic, has a very large family, and is relatively wealthy
compared to the other potters in Paradijon. Potter 30 also tends to hire other potters for
vessel forming tasks. Potter 19, a neutral potter discussed below, often works for potter
30.
Table 5.1 also reveals a group of four potters (25,26, 29,28) who also have a
relatively high measure of betweenness. These four potters belong to a single extended
family and live in adjacent houses, also near the PLC store. Next to the house of potter
25 is the PLC depot, where pots collected per the \Q% tithe for clay access are stored, the
DOST clay grinder is set up, and the electric throwing wheels are kept when not loaned
out to a PLC potter for use as a slow tumette. Thus, there appears to be a relationship
between the control of information and the control of resources within the PLC faction.
It is reasonable to propose that this group of five potters (the family and potter 30) holds
a powerful position within the PLC faction. However, it is also interesting to point out
that this group of potters do not appear as a friendship clique (Table 5.4, below).
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Apparently, relations who live in adjacent houses do not fall into the scope of the
friendship network question, "who do you visit with?"
The potters listed above - 30,25, 26, 28,29 - all live in the central part of
Paradijon, while PLC potters with lower betweenness values tend to live in more
peripheral locations within the barrio. For example, potters 1 and 2 live on the far west
end of Paradijon and are geographically as well as socially isolated from the heart of the
PLC faction. From the above discussion, the positions of the PLC actors in the friendship
network graph are more easily understood, potters 30,25, 26, 28, and 29 hold more
central positions in the graph, which represents social distance based on ties between
actors. However, this group does not have dense ties between each other. Other potters
within the PLC take more peripheral positions as their centrality decreases, leading to
potters 1 and 2, an isolated pair, and potters 35 and 40, who are completely isolated from
the friendship network. One potter, number 13, demonstrates that the number of ties one
has does not necessitate a strong centrality as measured by betweenness. Although she
has six ties in the friendship network, the people she is tied to are well connected among
themselves, thus she is not in a position to control the flow of information among them.
This structure demonstrates that there is differential participation within the PLC faction,
which appears to have one actor who plays a leading role (potter 30). Those potters
central to the faction control both information and resources, while those on the periphery
control neither.
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Table 5. 2: Balik Katan Friendship Network Centrality - Between and Between Normalized

17
24

Between
36.58
34.24
30.96
23.64
22

16

18.22

7

13.34
10.92
5.47
4.02
0
0

Potter Number
18

31
20

10

23
38
3
32

Between-n
4.94
4.62
4.18
3.19
2.97
2.46
1.8

1.47
.74
.54
0
0

The analysis of centrality within the Balik Katan faction reveals a triad of actors
who are relatively more central - 18,31, and 20. These potters also form a friendship
clique of their own (Table 5.4). Slightly less central are potters 17, 24, and 16. With the
exception of potter 24, the other five of this group live in the "downtown" section of
Paradijon, their houses surrounding the public space adjacent to the barrio's well. It is
interesting to note the lack of one actor playing a dominant role in the flow of factional
information within the Balik Katan faction. Rather, it appears that the Balik Katan
faction has a central group of actors. These actors are older women (with the exception
of potter 31, who is a one of the two men who pot in Paradijon and is a consistently
active clay preparer), several of whom are also widows. Thus it appears that this central
Balik Katan is organized along the lines of a cohort. Like the PLC central group, the
Balik Katan core group is within close physical proximity to one another, while potters in
peripheral locations also tend to be socially remote.
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Table 5.3: Neutral Potter Friendship Network Centralitj' - Between and Between Normalized

Potter Number
19
27
11
15

Between
47.11
4.39
0
0

Between-n
6.36
.59
0
0

One neutral potter holds a central position in the Paradijon friendship network, at
a level relative to the core PLC family (but not potter 30). Potter 19 is an older woman, a
widow, who has excellent potting skills, but is extremely poor. She has no capital for
purchasing clay and no male relatives to prepare clay for her. Thus, she only works for
other potters and is paid on a per piece basis for forming vessels. Her position in the
friendship network is particularly interesting. She lives within the midst of the Balik
Katan central group, but does not appear in their friendship cliques; rather, she is
involved in three PLC cliques.
Table 5.4: Friendship Network Cliques - PLC Members - Plain, BK Members - Bold, Neutral - Italics.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7;
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

19 29 30
19 30 36
19 30 39

13
26
30
30
7
9
12
13
13
14
13
13
17
18
18

30
29
33
34
24
18
13
14
14
25
16
16
20
20
20

36
30 37
39
36
25
20
25
17
25
34
17
25
31
31
32
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19: 24 25 34
20: 26 37 38
As noted above, potter 30, the central figure in the PLC, appears in several
cliques, some of which contain potters with low betweenness and are more peripheral,
and is the actor through which several of these cliques overlap. Potters 26 and 29 appear
in several cliques as well, but the PLC central group (20, 25,26,28, and 29) does not
form a clique. The structure of information flow within the PLC faction is that of one
key actor who serves to integrate more peripheral members, backed up by a strong central
group who are members of an extended family. Quite differently, the several actors of
the central Balik Katan group (17, 18, 20, 31) appear as their own friendship clique, reenforcing the idea that the core group is built along cohort lines. Within the Balik Katan
there is no one key player who comes to the forefront in conU*olling information on the
faction. Rather it appears that a central cohort of potters shares information on the
factionalism more evenly. In general, both factions have some members who are more
central and others who are more peripheral.

Discussion
Why do the factions have different structures? One reason may be size and scalar
stress. Gregory Johnson argues that as the number of participants in a group needing
coordinated action increases, there becomes a need for hierarchical positions by which to
direct group efforts (Johnson 1982). With its larger number of members (24), the PLC
may have reached this threshold of scalar stress and may need a more central position in
order to pass along factional information efficiently; potter 30 appears to hold such a
position. The Balik Katan, with its smaller membership (12), may not have reached such
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a threshold. Another reason for the difference in structure may involve the proximity of
elite alliance partners and control over faction resources. The alliance partner of the
PLC, the mayor, is a more distant figure who rarely comes to Paradijon. The PLC potters
themselves control the PLC resources acquired through factional competition, other than
clay sources. The DOST technology and pots collected for the PLC as stipulated by the
clay acquisition agreement are managed by the potters of the PLC. These resources are
kept under close watch in the PLC depot bounded by the houses of the PLC central
group. The Balik ICatan, on the other hand, has an elite alliance partner, Villaroya, within
close proximity. Villaroya, in fact, lives in Paradijon. The resources of the Balik Katan
are kept under closer control by the elite alliance partner. The DENR kiln is on Villaroya
property and is controlled by a non-potter appointed by Villaroya (though the kiln is only
useful as a drying shed). The pots tithed to the Balik Katan are kept in the storeroom of
a non-potting shop owner, who is allied with Villaroya. Thus the Balik Katan potters
have little shared property that they themselves must manage.

Workgroup Network
The workgroup network illustrates those potters that identified themselves as
linked through the work process. This does not mean they actually fabricate pots
together on a regular basis. Certainly, I did not observe the amount of cooperative
production activity that would be suggested by the results of the network survey. Rather,
the potters likely identified each other along lines other than regular work partners. That
is, they may cooperate in other aspects of production and distribution, including sharing
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transport to markets and information regarding demands for pottery certain market areas,
or using the same men for clay preparation and firing. These interactions appear as
network opportunities in the behavioral chain analysis in chapter 4. Kinship ties play a
much larger role in the workgroup network than the fnendship network, a result that is
not surprising given the household as the center of production. However, work
interactions and kinship do not account for the totality of ties in this network. Some
additional form of information was apparently gathered by the survey question. What
exactly that information is remains unclear.
Once again, illustrating the network as a graph is a useful first step, but of limited
analytic utility. However, as the statistical analyses reveal the network structure the
reader will be refened back to this graph. When plotted using Krackplot, the workgroup
network is overwhelmingly complex at first glance (Figure 5.2).
o

Figure 5.2: Workgroup Network of Paradijon Potters. PLC-square, BK-oval, Neutral-diamond.
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Table 5. 5: Paradijon Livelihood Cooperative Workgroup Centrality - Between and Between Normalized

Potter
Number
25
6
30
28
4
36
5
21
35
29
8
9
12
40
1
39
14
13
34
37
26
22
33
2

Between

Between-n

167.1
67.66
64.76
64.73
57.14
46.64
45.12
34
27.73
18
14.43
10.99
8.94
8.17
7.15
6.29
4.54
4.52
4.14
2.2
0
0
0
0

22.55
9.13
8.74
8.73
7.71
6.29
6.09
4.59
3.74
2.43
1.95
1.48
1.21
1.11
.96
.85
.61
.61
.56
.3
0
0
0
0

Within the PLC faction, one potter appears to be very central, potter 25. Potter 25
is the matriarch of the central extended family that appeared in the friendship network
analysis. She is easily one of the consistently active (i.e. full-time) potters in Paradijon.
Her house is adjacent to the PLC store and its overhang shelters the PLC depot, where
tithed pots and the DOST technology are stored. Many people drop by her house while
she is working. Also, her son-in-law is the only man to use the DOST clay grinder with
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regularity. Along with clay prepared on a pounding board, he supplies many of the PLC
potters. She appears in six workgroup cliques.
The potter rated second in workgroup centrality is potter 6. Potter 6, like the
neutral potter 19, primarily works for other potters. She too is poor and elderly and lacks
male relatives to prepare clay for her. She does vessel forming for other potters and is
paid by the piece. It is not surprising that she appears central in the workgroup network.
However, as seen by her mid-range ranking in friendship centrality, she does not appear
to be a true member of the central PLC group. This may be a result of the location of her
house, well away from the center of barrio.
Also ranked relatively highly are potters 28 and 30, members of the central
friendship group. Interestingly, unlike in the friendship network, these potters appear
together in cliques (Table 5.8, below)
Once again, we see a range of centrality in the PLC potters, ranging from the very
central potter 25 to the extremely peripheral number 2.
Table 5. 6: Balik Katan Workgroup Network Centrality - Between and Between Normalized

Potter
Number
17
18
24
31
20
7
16
38
10
3
23
32

Between

Between-n

118.83
41.1
35.37
34
13.57
4.47
3.73
3.51
2.04
0
0
0

16.04
5.55
4.77
4.59
1.83
.64
.5
.48
.28
0
0
0
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Within the Balik Katan faction we see the appearance of a very central actor in
the workgroup network, potter 17. Potter 17 is usually one of the most prolific potters in
Paradijon. She is also related through marriage to potters on both sides of the factional
divide. However, sadly, she became a widow at the start of the 1995 study period and
spent the duration in mourning, so she is not represented in the physicochemical analyses
presented in chapter 6.
Potters 18,24, and 31 appear next in a ranking of centrality, followed by potter
20; these potters are the same that appeared as more central in the friendship network.
Once again, they appear as cliques (Table 5.8, below). Clique 17, 18, 20 is easily visible
in the network diagram (Figure 5.2 ) in the upper center portion.
Table 5. 7: Neutral Potter Workgroup Centrality - Between and Between Normalized

Potter Number
19
27
11
15

Between
107.81
0
0
0

Between-n
14.55
0
0
0

Once again potter 19 appears very central in the Paradijon networks (Table 5.7).
Since she only works for other potters, her centrality is to be expected. However, an
interesting difference in her position, as compared to that in the friendship network, is
that she appears in cliques with Balik Katan potters, rather than PLC potters. It appears
that she is, in fact, integrated into the social fabric of both factions. Indeed, her potential
for controlling information between the factions is great. However, she appeared to be
uninterested in the factionalism. Perhaps, since neutrality is a difficult position to hold in
the Paradijon context, she felt it was better not to get involved.
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Table 5. 8: Workgroup Cliques - PLC Members- Plain; Balik Katan Members-Bold; Neutral - Italics.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

25
25
25
25
25
17
1
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
7
13
13
17
30

34
36
28
29
29
25
2
8
28
29
17
17
17
19

34
9
17
17
18
33

35 36
38
40
30
40
30
5
9 28
40
40
18 19
19 24
19 30
24 36
36
28
18 19
18 21
19 20
39

Examining the formation of workgroup cliques reveals that potter 25 of the PLC
appears in several cliques and serves to link several cliques together. In contrast to the
friendship cliques, members of the PLC central group appear together in workgroup
cliques, 25, 29, 30, for example. The central members of the Balik Katan, once again
appear together in cliques.
One interesting anomaly is that potter 6, a PLC member, appears in workgroup
cliques with several Balik Katan members, as well as with neutral potter 19. As
remarked above, potter 6, like potter 19, works for other potters during the vessel forming
process. Apparently she is able to maintain membership in one faction while working
with members of the other. Also interesting, is the appearance of potter 5 in the
workgroup cliques, as well as her significantly higher centrality rank. Potter 5 is the one
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PLC potter with access to her own clay source. This heightens her participation in the
community network in two ways: she is in a position to hire potters to help her and she
may supply clay to PLC members when problems with elite controlled sources arise.
However, she does not appear in friendship cliques and has a low ranking in friendship
centrality. Thus it appears that although she has an allegiance with the PLC, her stable
source of clay may keep her out of factional politics. However, control over a source of
clay does bring the factional politics to her, as related in "Claim Jumpers" in chapter 3.

Discussion
The structure of centrality and clique formation within the workgroup network is
fairly similar between the factions. Both the Balik Katan and the Paradijon Livelihood
Cooperative have actors who are relatively quite central to the workgroup network.
From my observations of these potters, I would not characterize them as agitators in the
factionalism; that is, they appeared to me as less politically active in the faction than
other members. Rather, these actors are more central to the production process itself.
Certainly, one factor in their centrality in the workgroup network is their kinship ties to
other potters. Given a household-centered production process, this result is not
unexpected. In the case of potter 25 of the PLC, she is mother or wife to several of the
central PLC group and her son-in-law plays a central role in the preparation of clay.
Potter 17 of the Balik Katan is related through blood or marriage to several potters in the
Balik Katan central group.
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Conclusions
While it appears that factional competition has brought some level of complexity
to the informal social structure of Paradijon, the effects have been unequal. The
Paradijon Livelihood Cooperative appears to have a dominant actor (potter 30), while in
the Balik Katan no such position occurs. Potter 30 appears to be a factional leader and
has a high level of control over the flow of information within the faction. She also owns
the property on which the PLC store is housed and lives adjacent to the PLC depot area.
Thus, along with control over information, she appears to have a measure of control over
factional resources. Also, she often hires other potters to do vessel forming tasks for her.
The differences in structure between the PLC and Balik Katan friendship networks are
likely a result of differences in the factions themselves. On one hand, the PLC
membership is more numerous, perhaps creating problems of scalar stress. Also, the elite
alliance partner of the PLC is more remote and thus PLC resources are managed by the
PLC members themselves. On the other hand, the Balik Katan has fewer members and a
more immediate elite alliance partoer, leading to fewer resources controlled by the BK
potters themselves.
As discussed in chapter 3, the formal organizations created through alliance
building are not hierarchical; that is, they act more as boundary-sparming units that
structure the interaction between potters and elites. However, the complexity in informal
organization under conditions of factionalism appears to be more hierarchical in nature,
at least within the PLC. Thus, it appears that factionalism is related to the rise of
informal socio-political complexity within groups of independent specialists. There is the
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potential for "spillover" between the organization of factional politics and organization of
production within such communities. It may be that, over time, those people gaining
elevated positions in the politics of factionalism may parlay these political positions into
managerial positions within the organization of production. Their control over resources
won by their faction or the personal material gains garnered through their leadership
positions may leave them in the position to dictate the work process. The PLC leader,
potter 30, already hires potters to help in the productive output of her household.
Perhaps, with time, potter 30 will become a manager of a workshop.
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CHAPTER 6: APPLYING ARCHAEOLOGICAL METHODS

Introduction
Physicochemical characterization of paste compositions has been a longstanding
tradition within specialized ceramic analysis. Over the years, many of the technical
problems with these techniques have been resolved (Bishop and Neff 1989). However,
where research on physicochemical analysis lags behind is in the examination of
associated anthropological (i.e. social, behavioral) concepts used in interpreting their
findings (Rice 1987:328, 1996:166). Issues of "validity," the degree to which these
techniques are a meaningful and appropriate measure of model of some aspect of human
behavior, have not been substantially addressed (Rice 1996:168-9). What is lacking, it
seems, is attention to the "middle range theory" that integrates numerical data into
models of human behavior and culture process (Rice 1996:169). According to Rice
(1987:328), however, "the transition firom the technological to the cultural is a basic and
unavoidable research responsibility in the analysis of ceramic materials." Arnold, Neff,
and Bishop (1991) also argue that middle range theory that relates compositional profiles
of raw materials with cultural conventions in resource selection and paste preparation
must be developed. While addressing issues of resource selection and paste preparation,
this research also uses a middle range approach to relate the social organization of
production and distribution to spatial patterning in compositional data at community and
regional levels.
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The behavioral contributions to patterning in physicochemical evidence examined
in this research are the behaviors of production, distribution, and factionalism. The
behavioral chain analysis in chapter 5 has described the production behaviors observed in
Paradijon pot-making and their potential material outputs, while chapters 3 and 6 have
addressed the behaviors associated with Paradijon factionalism. Using Instrumental
Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA), the following analysis will examine how these
behaviors combine to create patterning in physicochemical data. First, the activity of
paste preparation will be examined to determine how paste recipes may affect sample
groupings based on INAA. Second, the effect of faction-based divisions on clay resource
use on INAA groups will be addressed. The third area will address both productive and
factional behaviors by illustrating the effect of the social and spatial organization of
production and distribution on the patterning of paste groups at the local and regional
levels.

Methods
During the study period from May to June 1995, a handful of clay was taken from
every batch used by the potters of Paradijon. With each sample of clay a questionnaire
was completed that recorded a variety of information including the name of the potter,
the name of the preparer, the source of the clay, the mixture of the clay, which pounding
board was used for clay preparation, the number and kinds of pots to be made, and the
intended distribution of the finished products (see appendix for sample form). Clay
recipes were also elicited along with the potter's assessment of its performance. In all,
109 batches of paste were collected from the potter's workshops during the study period.
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Typically, a batch of clay was available for sampling over a period of several days. Thus,
if a day of fieldwork was missed, a batch would not go unsampled. It is possible that a
few batches were overlooked, but the best of my knowledge, the population is complete.
Each sample represents between 20 and 100 finished vessels, depending on the
size and type manufactured. Not every potter produced wares during the study period,
thus for the following analyses, only those 28 potters who did are included. Potter 19,
the well connected neutral potter, will not appear in the following analysis. Since she
uses other potter's clays, works in their work areas, and does not fire or distribute the
product, she is not considered to produce a material signal for the purposes of this
analysis.
The samples were transported to the Laboratory of Traditional Technology at the
University of Arizona, where they were fashioned into tiles. After drying, the samples
were fired at 700 degrees centigrade with a 20 minute soak in a Paragon electric kiln with
an oxidizing atmosphere. The samples were then submitted for Instrumental Neutron
Activation Analysis to the Missouri Research Reactor, where the analysis was conducted
by Hector Neff and Michael Glascock.
NefFs first pass with Principle Component Analysis (PCA) identified two distinct
groupings (Figure 6.1). The large aggregation of samples in group 1 was analyzed with a
second PCA, omitting group 2. From this analysis four subgroups of group 1 were
identified (Figure 6.2). The second PCA may not be standard archaeological method;
however, it was justified by Neff and myself by the observation that most of the group 2
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samples were from a single clay source that came into use very late in the study period.
These groups provide the basis for the following analyses.

•••AS

Figure 6. I: First Pass with Principle Component Analysis.

Figure 6.2: Second Pass with Principle Component Analysis.
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Paste Preparation and INAA

Background
Previous ethnoarchaeological research into the middle-range links between potter
behavior and chemical composition is largely limited to the relationship between analytic
groups and archaeologically meaningful social units. Research conducted in the Valley
of Guatemala by Prudence Rice (Rice 1977, 1978a, 1978b) and Dean Arnold (Arnold et
al 1978; Arnold, Neff, and Bishop 1991) provides the most thorough ethnoarchaeological
treatment of the effect of cultural factors on chemical composition. Their goal was to
understand what procurement variables affect the trace element composition in pottery.
By controlling the variables of space and time, they sought to discover the compositional
variability that results from source locations and temper contamination and the variability
that does not occur from these factors (Arnold, Neff, and Bishop 1991:71). This work
illustrates that "source" is a complex notion, ranging from specific mine to region, and
that archaeologists must specify the level of geographical inclusiveness appropriate for
their particular questions (Arnold, Neff, and Bishop 1991:87). The results from this
study also demonstrate that ceramic composition reflects behaviors, such as the addition
of temper, as well as the elemental concentrations of the source material. Thus, they
argue, "pottery encodes both chemical information from the source and behavioral
information from the potter" (Arnold, Neff, and Bishop 1991:88). However, they
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conclude that pottery made in the same community and drawn from the same set of
sources would be expected to be similar in clay composition (ibid. 88).
While ethnoarchaeological studies of the confounding potential of temper on
chemical composition are limited by constraints of fieldwork and the range of behaviors
observable, experimental studies of the problem suffer no such limitations. For example,
recent studies have used mathematical simulations to address the problem of mixing
different proportions of temper (volcanic ash) into two chemically distinct clays (Bishop
and Neff 1989; Neff et al 1988, 1989). These studies have demonstrated that tempers and
clays interact in a variety of ways that affect the ability of mathematical models to reveal
structure in the data. However, since the preparation behavior in Paradijon is to simply
mix clays from the same source that vary in amounts of naturally occurring nonplastic
inclusions, the present study will do little to address the problems created by more
transformational behaviors, such as adding temper or levigating clays.

The Analysis of Paradijon Clays
The clay in and between the sources varies significantly. The men identify three
textures of clay: Baras- a sandy clay, Himolot - a clean, sticky clay, and Salado - a
natiaral mixture of sandy and sticky clays, and four colors of clay: white, red, black, and
green. Men will conduct probes within a clay source to find the best clays, the choicest
being white Himolot, and different sources are ranked in quality based on the amount of
the choicest clays. Temper is never added, since nonplastic material occurs naturally in
the clay. The preparation results in two types of paste as labeled by the potters. First and
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most common, Salado natural ("natural mix") is a naturally occurring mixture of sandy
and sticky clays. In preparing Salado natural, the men will mix several bags of clay (all
salado) adding water as needed. Occasionally, the bags of clay vary in color, but they are
all classified as salado in reference to their nonplastic content. The second kind of
finished paste is called "Barasan.'' To produce Barasan, the preparer must mix together
bags of Himolot (sticky clay) and Baras (sandy clay). The ratio of the mixture varies
depending on the original non-plastic content of the clay. The most common ratio is 2
sacks of baras to 3 of himolot. It is more common for different colors of clay to be
combined during the preparation of barasan. During the study period, the mixing of
clays from different sources was never observed. During the study period, 85 batches of
salado were prepared (78%) along with 24 batches of barasan (22%). The two batches
of clay prepared with the electric clay grinder (DOST roll-crush kneader) are excluded
from this and the following pounding board analyses.
To assess the contribution of paste preparation behavior, the distribution of INAA
groupings for each clay source will be compared on the basis of paste recipe {barasan or
salado). This analysis will also serve to illustrate patterns in INAA groupings between
sources. Unfortunately, a combination of health and safety concerns (dysentery and NPA
guerrilla activity) prohibited the systematic sampling of in situ clay from the sources
themselves. Thus, a comparison of raw clays to prepared clays was not attempted.
The source that is the best candidate for determining the influence of paste recipe
on INAA is the "Mayor" source. This is due to the overall larger number of batches
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prepared from this source, as well as the greater number of batches of barasan paste
coming from this source.

Table 6. 1: Paste Recipes and INAA Groups for the "Mayor" Source -PLC Controlled.

Mayor
Salado
Barasan
Total

la
43
18
61

lb
0
0
0

Ic
0
0
0

Id
6
3
9

2
1
1
2

UN
3
0
0

Total
53
22
75

The paste recipes appear to have no effect on the distribution of INAA groupings.
This result may support two conclusions. First, the preparers, through their recipes, are
creating batches with enough homogeneity to remove any differences in INAA
distribution that may result from variability in nonplastic inclusions. That is, by
combining clays with fewer and more numerous inclusions, they may be creating paste
that is equivalent to the naturally occurring salado mixture. Unfortunately, the lack of a
systematic sampling of raw material from the sources prevents an assessment of this
possibility. Second, variability in naturally occurring nonplastic inclusions may not
affect the INAA distribution in any regard. In this respect the results would lend support
to Arnold's (1992:164) statement that "aplastics, whether naturally occurring, or added
by the potter, do not obfuscate formation of archaeologically meaningful groups."
Whether or not Arnold's statement holds true in all cases, it appears to be true for
Paradijon, where clay preparation centers on producing paste with the desired amount of
naturally occurring nonplastic inclusions.
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The other three sources have fewer samples overall and barasan paste is rare, and
are thus less helpful in addressing the potential for preparation behavior to confound
INAA groupings (Tables 6.2, 6.3, 6.4).
Table 6.2: Paste Recipes and FNAA Groups for "Erestain" Source - Balik Katan Controlled.

Erestain
Salado
Barasan
Total

Table 6.

3:

Pura
Salado
Barasan
Total

la
2
0

lb
5
0
5

Ic
1
0
1

Id
0
0
0

2
3
0
3

UN
0
0
0

Total
11
0
11

Paste Recipes and INAA Groups for "Pura" Source - Balik Katan Controlled.

la
2
0
2

lb
1
0
1

Ic
5
0
5

Id
0
0
0

2
9
2
11

UN
0
0
0

Total
17
2
19

Table 6.4: Paste Recipes and FNAA Groups for "Ermine" Source - PLC Controlled.

Ermino
Salado
Barasan
Total

la
1
0
1

lb
0
0
0

Ic
0
0
0

Id
0
0
0

2
0
0
0

UN
3
0
3

Total
4
0
4

From the preceding analysis, there appears to be no significant difference in the
distribution of INAA groups between paste recipes for particular sources. However, the
above tables do indicate that there are significant differences in the distribution of INAA
groups among the four sources used during the study period (Figure 6.3, below).
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Factions and INAA
While the contribution of preparation behavior on chemical composition has been
addressed in the archaeological literature, the contribution of the social organization of
production and distribution to spatial patterning of compositional data has been paid little
attention. Indeed, Rice (1987:425) claims that "in most provenience studies, the
socioeconomic questions conceming production - the decision-making, organizational,
and social-structural components that are ultimately of archaeological interest - seem to
be viewed as epi-phenomenal." Certainly, how the internal social structures of potting
communities affect patterning in INAA data has not been addressed at this time. It will
be shown that both high-level political competition and low-level informal social
networks both create patterns in the distribution of INAA groups at the local and regional
levels.
An example of how socio-political factors have been largely overlooked in favor
of strictly economic factors is seen in discussions of clay source selection strategies.
Based on an analysis of procurement distances in the ethnographic literature, Amold
(1980, 1985) found that potters tend to exp'oit clay resources within a territory only a
short distance from their work locations. These data have also been extrapolated into five
clay procurement strategies (Bishop, Rands, and Holley 1982:32-60): 1) a
nondiscriminating strategy, where many clays are used with no clear preference for any
one, 2) a discriminating strategy, where a single preferred resource is exploited, 3) a
specializing strategy, where several clays are used, each for a different kind of pottery, 4)
a compounding strategy that mixes clays from different sources, and 5) an importing
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strategy, which involves bringing in clays from very distant sources. The Paradijon
strategy of source selection strategy does not appear to fit within any of these categories.
Certainly, clay procurers will search within a source for the preferred kind of clay, but the
selection of the source itself is not based on its location or properties. Thus, to include
the Paradijon situation, a sixth strategy is needed; a socio-political strategy, where
sources are exploited based on constraints imposed by purely social or political factors.
As discussed in chapter 3, the factions obtain clay from different sources, controlled by
their elite alliance partner. Each faction used two separate sources. The Paradijon
Livelihood Cooperative members used one primary source, the "Mayor's," while the
second source was a private, personal source ("Ermine") controlled by a single PLC
potter (5) (see "Claim Jumpers" chp. 3). The Balik Katan also used two sources,
"Erestain" and "Pura." The distribution of INAA groupings between factions is well

•1a
•1b
•1c
•1d
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• un
18%

Figure 6.3: Percentages of INAA Groups by Factions. Balik Katan - left, PLC - right.
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patterned (Figure 6.3 ). The sources used by PLC members produce clays dominated by
groups la and Id, which make up 93% of the sample, while the Balik Katan sources
produce clays dominated by group lb, Ic, and 2 (88% of the sample). There is
little overlap between the factions. The PLC samples have only 3% of the major Balik
Katan groups. While the Balik Katan samples contain only 12% of the major PLC
groups.
From this analysis, it is clear that resource selection based on socio-political
behavior, factionalism in this case, can be a major source of variability in INAA data and
in Paradijon this variability is strongly patterned. By tracking this pattern through the
chain of production and distribution in Paradijon it is possible to observe how both
formal (factional membership) and informal (social networks) organization of production
creates spatial patterning in INAA data at the local and regional levels. Though it is
doubtful the Paradijon factionalism could ever be reconstructed through archaeological
remains alone, it does provide an excellent opportunity for evaluating the middle range
processes that link social behavior and pattems in compositional data.
The most likely place for patterning of INAA groups based on factional affiliation is
within the two central or core groups identified through the social network analyses
(chapter 5). First, the PLC core group will be examined, followed by the Balik Katan
core group.
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Table 6. 5: PLC Core Potters by IN AA Group

PLC core
30
25
26
29
28
Total

la
5
3
1
8
4
21

lb

Ic

Id

2

Un

0

0

0

0

0

Total
5
3
1
8
4
21

The PLC central or core group has a perfectly homogenous signal. Every batch of
clay used by these potters during the study period has belongs to the group 1 a.
The Balik Katan core group produces an INAA signal distinct from the PLC core group,
but does not reflect factional membership perfectly (Table 6.6) Potter 18 appears to be
the one exception to the rule of factional membership and clay access. She is a very
charming elderly widow, who lives alone and is well connected and liked throughout the
Table 6. 6: Balik Katan Core Potters by INAA Group

BK core
18
31
20
24
Total

la
3
1

lb

Ic

1

1
5

1
2

1
2
1
4

Id
1

1

2

Un

1
2
6
9

0

Total
4
4
4
9
17

community. Apparently, she alone can break the clay source conventions. Otherwise,
the rest of the Balik Katan core produces a fairly consistent Balik Katan signal. Potter
17, a key actor in the Balik Katan network, was in mourning and did not produce pottery
during the study period.
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Spatial Patterning of INAA Groups: Potential archaeological correlates.
From the description of the production process (chapter 4) several places in the
chain of production appear to be excellent opportunities to observe the relationship
between social organization (networks and factions) and the use of physical space
(activity areas) through an analysis of waste products. It is at these points were
archaeological correlates of the social organization of production may be identified. Both
formal organization (factional membership) and informal organization (network position)
combine to create the spatial patterning of INAA groups at the local and regional levels.
At the local or community scale, patterning of INAA groups based on formal and
informal organization may occur at the clay preparation, workshop, and firing areas. At
the regional level, the distribution of finished productions to a variety of markets in
Sorsogon Province may provide an additional opportunity to observe the social patterning
of INAA data.

Clay Preparation Areas: Pounding boards
Once in the community, the first activity area clays visit during the chain of
production are clay preparation areas, i.e. pounding boards. Given fewer boards than
potters and clay preparers, sharing occurs. Based on the social relationships between
potters and between potters and preparers, as well as the factional affiliation of all
involved, the potential for INAA group patterning among pounding boards exists.
During pounding, clay is forced to the edges of the board, sometimes creating a low ring
of clay on the ground at the edge of the board. Also, clay is forced through the cracks of
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the board and accumulates between and under the individual planks. During the study
period, one of the boards (14), was pulled apart and the planks used for crossing a muddy
area. Moderate amounts of clay remained in place at the pounding board location for the
remainder of the study period. It is likely, then, that such clay preparation areas could be
recognized archaeologically.
A network diagram of the links between pounding boards and potters shows a
complex relationship (Figure 6.4). Only those potters producing vessels during the study
period appear in this graph. With several potters absent, it is difficult to ascertain the
relationship between pounding board use and the clique memberships identified in
chapter 5.

Figure 6.4: Network Diagram of Ties Among Potters and Pounding Boards. PLC - square, BK - oval.
Pounding boards - rectangle.
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Some pounding boards are used exclusively by particular factions, while others are
shared. These relationships create patterns in INAA groups that pass through
particular pounding boards (Table 6.7). Seven boards have an INAA signal
consistent will PLC affiliation (1,2, 5, 8, 10, 11, 12). Two boards indicate a strong
Balik Katan affiliation (4 and 13) and two boards appeared to be mixed PLC and
Balik Katan (7 and 9). The one board (3) that produces an unassigned signal belongs
to the PLC potter (5) with a private source of clay.
Table 6. 7: IMAA Groups by Pounding Board.

PB# BY INAA GROUP
1
2
3
4
5
6 (not in use)
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14 (not in use)
Total

lA
3
4
1

IB

IC

1

1

ID
3

2

UN
1
3

5

2
3

4
29
4
3
3
7
1

1

2

1
1

4

2

64

6

3
1

4
1
1
2
8

7

10

16 6

TOT
7
4
4
4
8
0
14
30
10
5
3
9
11
0
109

To highlight this process, three pounding boards are used to demonstrate how this
pattern of usage may create patterning in compositional groups. Pounding board 7 is
shared by members of both factions, and shows a mixing of compositional groups (Figure
6.5). Pounding board 7 is located in the central public space of Paradijon (Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6. 5: Network Links and FNAA Groups for Pounding Board 7.
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Figure 6. 6: Location of Pounding Board 7 Within Paradijon.
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Figure 6. 7: Networl< Linics and fNAA Groups for Pounding Board 8.
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Figure 6.8: Location of Pounding Board 8 Within Paradijon.
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Figure 6. 9: Networi< Linics and INAA Groups for Pounding Board 13.
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Nearby is the public well, where many people congregate. Though the board was
originally built by a member of the Balik Katan, and is located in the center of the Balik
Katan core group, it is still used by both factions. Perhaps the public nature of the space
creates open access for both factions.
Pounding board 8 is used exclusively by members of the PLC, including some of
the PLC core potters. The compositional groups reflect this arrangement (Figure 6.7).
This board is tucked away between the three households that belong to the central
extended family which forms the PLC core group, definitely not public space (figure 6.8).
With the high activity of the son-in-law of potter 25 (who herself did not receive clay
from this board), this board is one of the most active in Paradijon.
Pounding board 13 is used exclusively by members of the Balik Katan and has a
compositional signal distinct from the others (Figure 6.9). Its location is on the very edge
of Paradijon, nearby a Balik Katan household (Figure 6.10). It is also adjacent to the
DENR kiln, which is Balik Katan property. Like pounding board 8 with the PLC,
pounding board 13 may be tightly controlled by members of the Balik Katan.

Work Areas
After preparation, the paste is delivered to the potter's workshop, where forming
and drying stages take place. During the early stages of vessel manufacture, many
inclusions are removed from the wet clay and discarded onto the ground surrounding the
potter's work area. This often consists of the potter pulling a small bit of hard clay or
perhaps a pebble coated with wet clay from the clay as she kneads it in her hands. She
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flicks the sticky inclusion from her fingertips onto the ground next to her. These
inclusions accumulate over time and may form a layer several centimeters thick. In
archaeological contexts, it may be possible to identify the bits of clay using INAA.
The patterning of paste groups at this stage is based on the spatial distribution of
potter households and their factional affiliation. Potters belonging to the different
factions are likely to create patterns based on their source of clay. The two core group
areas would provide the best opportunity for the spatial clustering of INAA groups in
work area waste.

Firing Areas
Firing areas, like preparation areas are in limited supply and thus may be shared
by potters and the men assisting in the firing. The firing areas commonly appear as
lenses of thick black ash with some minor soil oxidation. This layer may build up into a
raised area up to 15cm thick, with occasional waste sherds mixed into the ash matrix. If
the firing area Is also a space with heavy traffic, the ashes and waste sherds will be swept
to the perimeter of the space after firing.
Firing areas are rarely used by members of both factions. For example, the firing
area in the public area near pounding board 7, in the center of the Balik Katan core group
is used almost exclusively by that group. The members of the PLC core group use three
firing areas all adjacent to their households.
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Regional Distribution
Given the infrequent discovery of prehistoric production locales, archaeologists
are commonly limited to an examination of the regional distribution of ceramic materials.
Such data are one source of indirect evidence of the organization of production. From the
distribution of physicochemical characteristics, archaeologists build inferences regarding
the organization of production and distribution. An examination of the physicochemical
characteristics of Paradijon pottery in relationship to their regional distribution illustrates
how social behavior once again creates pattering in material culture. Of particular
interest are the two kinds of markets that Paradijon potters supply: primary or major
markets and secondary or satellite markets. Despite the differences in INAA groups
among factional clay sources, the unrestricted nature of distribution of independent
production should serve to obscure the faction-based patterning.
The potters of Paradijon distribute their pots in two major markets, Gubat and
Sorsogon. Both of these markets have retail shops that the potters sell to on a wholesale
basis. The shop owners may be aware of the factionalism, but are not directly involved in
it. Thus they may buy pots from members of either faction. In Sorsogon, the potters
often sell their wares retail in the back comer of the market. Along with the shops in
Gubat, potters may also sell vessels to patrons directly from their households, or from the
cooperative stores, which both the Balik Katan and PLC operate. These two markets or
localities capture the majority of ceramic product issuing from Paradijon and all potters
participate in one of these two markets on a regular basis. There is a surprisingly marked
split in market participation (Figure 6.11). During the study period, all but one potter (38
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a Balik Katan member) sold pots in one major market, but not both. The compositional
groupings of pots taken to these markets reflect the participation of both factions. A
representative sample of compositional groups are present in the Gubat and Sorsogon
markets (Figure 6.12).
Interestingly, there appears to be some clique-cohesion when it comes to market
choice. For example the core PLC group consisting of potters 25, 28,29, 30, and 40 all
sell their pots in Sorsogon, as does PLC clique 1,2,5. This is perhaps a result of the
sharing of transport to market during retail trips or shared relationships with Sorsogon
shop owners. However, since the distribution behavior of potters inactive during the

Figure 6. 11 :Network Diagram of Potters and the Markets to Which They Distribute Vessels.
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Figure 6. 12: INAA Groupings for the Major Markets
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Figure 6. 13: Distribution of FNAA Groups Among Satellite Markets

period is unknown, it is difficult to discern further the relationship between cliques and
market participation.
Potters also distribute their wares to secondary markets in the smaller towns in
Sorsogon Province. In these cases, a particular potter may attend the town's fiesta to sell
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pots retail, or a particular potter may have a longstanding relationship with a shop owner
in the town and will deliver pots to them by order. The small size of these markets
precludes the majority of potters from participating in every one. Generally, few potters
will sell their wares in a secondary market. Three secondary markets received pots from
Paradijon during the study period; Bulan, Bulusan, and Irosin. Other secondary markets
exist, but did not receive pots during this time. Examining the compositional groups sent
to these markets reveals distinct differences (Figure 6.13). Bulan has groupings
indicative of Balik Katan interactions, while Bulusan and Irosin reflect PLC ties.
Whether this distribution reflects a level of factional participation by shop owners in the
secondary markets is very doubtful. Instead, that secondary markets appear to have
interactions restricted to particular factions is likely a matter of sample size.
Thus the factionalism is reflected in the secondary, not the primary, markets. The
compositional signal of the factions is lost in the major trading areas where potters from
both factions participate. The signal comes through when a limited number of potters
participate in a market.

Linking the New Technology to Factional Ownership
If the new technology brought to Paradijon by the Philippine government (DOST
and DENR) were to be used, interesting relationships between technology and clay
source would become evident. The Balik Katan pots, with their particular clay signature,
would be the only vessels in Paradijon fired in a kiln. While PLC pots, with their
signature, would be the only vessels wheel-thrown. With the introduced technology
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laying largely idle, this is not the case. However, associations between the new
technology and the faction-based clay distinctions. For example, the DENR kiln is
adjacent to pounding board 13 and the firing area used by a Balik Katan potter (38).
Indeed the vessels are fired in an open bonfire right next to the brand new kiln. The
DOST clay grinder is located in the heart of the PLC core area, adjacent to pounding
board 8, with its strong PLC signal.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS
In order to both review and evaluate this case study in the organization of
production, I return to the questions raised in the introduction. To begin, the first two
questions are addressed. How do independent craft specialists become involved in
political competition? How does this affect complexity in the organization of
production? In the archaeological literature, much is made of the participation of tethered
or attached specialists and their involvement in elite pursuits; their products are used by
elites in competitive activities and their production is overseen by the elites themselves
(Brumfiel and Earle 1987; Earle 1981; Costin 1986). In Paradijon, however, one sees an
instance where independent specialists have become involved in elite competition for
positions of power and prestige. In this case, however, they have become involved
somewhat unwillingly and as a result of organizational behavior driven by uncertainties
that threaten their productive activities. Faced with uncertain access to a key input, clay,
the potters turned to a local landed elite for assistance, which they received. In the
process, a boundary spanning unit, the Paradijon Livelihood Cooperative, was created.
This unit served to reduce the uncertainty for the potters, but it also tied them closely
with a group of elites. The system worked for several years until competition between
elites led to its disruption. During their competition the opposing elites use the potter's
source of uncertainty to bind them into alliances. The result is that each faction of potters
excavates clay from sources controlled by their elite alliance partner.
However, the situation is more complex, as it took the introduction of resources
the potters could hope to win to bring about the factionalism. Though the new
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technology introduced to Paradijon by the Philippine federal government lies mostly idle,
it is a resource, nevertheless, prized by the potters. It is as Brumfiel (1989) remarks;
commoners ally themselves with elites in hopes of channeling resources to themselves.
Two sets of resources, clay and modem technology, both elements of production, are the
axes upon which the factionalism turns. Thus, in the Paradijon case, technological,
organizational, and political behavior are intertwined.
Cast into terms of Contingency Theory, specialists will attempt to reduce
uncertainties that, if left to the task environment, will result in the disruption of
productive activities. In this instance, clay sources are part of the Paradijon potters'
task environment and, given that they are controlled and used by farmers for rice
production, accessing them can be uncertain. Thus, the informally organized
specialists created a formal organization to reduce this uncertainty. This formal unit,
the PLC (and later the Balik Katan), acts as a boundary sparming unit and is
heterarchical, rather than hierarchical in nature. The organization "grows" towards
the source of its uncertainty and in the process becomes more complex. The
specialist's partners in this arrangement, the unit towards which the boundary
spanning unit reaches, are elites. Their control over elements of the potter's task
environment gives them power. They, in turn use this power to mobilize the potter's
during times of competition with other elites. Thus, in this example, one sees that
organizational behavior based on productive activities is closely tied with the
entrance of independent specialists into elite competition.
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Along with the development of formal complexity, the Paradijon Livelihood
Cooperative and the Balik Katan, involvement in elite competition also appears to affect
the informal organization of production in Paradijon. A social network analysis of the
potters illustrates that the effect of their participation is uneven. The Paradijon
Livelihood Cooperative includes a core group and a factional leader, who are very central
to the flow of factional information, while the Balik Katan has no such informal
leadership position and a less strongly central core group. This difference is likely a
result of the differences in elite relationship and resource control among the factions.
The PLC has an elite partner who is relatively distant; thus the faction members control
the resources won through competition, the DOST clay-grinder and electric wheels, as
well as the pots gathered through the clay acquisition agreement. These assets are
gathered and managed by the PLC core group. On the other hand, the Balik Katan is tied
to an elite who resides in Paradijon, an elite who also manages the resources of the Balik
Katan factions: the DENR kiln and tithed pots.
Daily productive activities, however, are not noticeably affected by participation
in elite competition or the resulting factionalism. The potters manage themselves,
making all the decisions involved in production and distribution. Though closely tied
with elites, the potters remain independent producers.
Turning to the issue of archaeological visibility, the questions are: How do formal
and informal organizations of production reflect alliances and factional membership?
How do these structures, in tiam, create patterns in the production and distribution of
material culture? Are archaeological methods, such as Instrumental Neutron Activation
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Analysis, capable of discerning these patterns? The answer to the first is affirmative, in
that the formal organizations, the PLC and Balik Katan, reflect alliances and factional
membership. Though the PLC was created for the purposes of clay acquisition, in the
context of factionalism, it serves to bind elite and potter together. The Balik Katan,
though formed later, serves the same purposes. The formal organizations serve both
political and productive needs. The informal organizations reflect factional membership
less perfectly. The clique formation analysis illustrates that although members of the
same faction often form cliques among themselves, there are nevertheless cliques with
members containing members of both factions. With regard to the informal organization
of productive behavior, one also sees a mixture. Some clay preparation areas are used
only by a particular faction, while others are shared. The informal distribution network
appears to be unaffected by alliance or factional membership.
Since the formal organizations both reflect elite alliances perfectly and fulfill
productive roles, they have the largest influence in creating faction-based patterns in the
material culture of pottery production in Paradijon. Each faction, represented by a formal
organization, excavates clay from sources controlled by their elite alliance partner. In
Paradijon, one sees an example of a sociopolitical selection strategy for clay sources.
That is, clay sources are chosen on the basis of alliance rather than physical properties or
proximity. Clay diggers will search within a source for clays of preferred quality, but
they have no choice over source selection, regardless of the overall quality of the clay or
distance firom the community.
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The clays used by the potters during the study period were sampled and analyzed
by Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA). In the Paradijon case, INAA was
able to discern significant differences in the chemical signature of the clays, which
closely correspond with factional affiliation and membership in one of the two formal
organizations. The path that each batch of clay took through Paradijon during production
was recorded in the field, allowing for the INAA group of each to be followed through
particular activity areas in the community to their final distribution within Sorsogon
Province. It is apparent that spatial patteming occurs in INAA groups at both the
community and regional levels. Within Paradijon, this study focused on the clay
preparation areas or pounding boards. Preparation areeis located in more private
locations, often directly adjacent to households, are used exclusively by one faction.
These restricted access areas have clays with INAA groups that accurately reflect the
factional membership of its users. Poimding boards located in more public spaces,
however, appear to have unrestricted access, and thus clays with INAA groups indicative
of both factions. At the level of regional distribution, the two major markets in the
region, Gubat and Sorsogon, receive wares from potters of both factions and their INAA
groupings reflect this arrangement. However, the small satellite markets receiving wares
during the study period, Bulan, Irosin, and Bulusan, received clays with INAA groupings
that would suggest the participation of only one faction. Rather than political alliances
wdth regional shop owners or factional control over markets, this appears to be a result of
the limited number of potters that participate in any given satellite market; an effect of
sample size.
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Concluding Comments on Organizational Behavior
The current focus of archaeological literature on the organization of production is
typological. Indeed, there is an overabundance of typologies for the organization of
production (Arnold 1985; Benco 1987; Brumfiel and Earle 1987; Clark and Parry 1990;
Costin 1991; Peacock 1982; Pool 1992; Rice 1981,1987,1991; Santley 1989; Sinopoli
1988; Tosi 1983; van der Leeuw 1977), which have successfully classified the variability
in organizational forms; a necessary first step in any research agenda. However, creating
typologies and placing prehistoric organizations in them should not be the ultimate goal
of such endeavors. Archaeologists are in a unique position for understanding the
mechanisms of behavioral change, but to pursue this we must move beyond typological
studies, for typologies are, by their very nature, static. Organizations may be put into
"boxes" or stages, while the mechanisms of behavioral change lie unexplored.
In the preceding pages I have proposed using Contingency Theory for
understanding organizational behavior. Contingency Theory has several advantages. The
concepts it uses, such as domain, task environment, and uncertainty, are compatible with
the prevailing strategies for describing the organization of production. Costin's (1991)
parameters of context, concentration, and scale, may be described in terms of an
organization's domain, which consists of claims which an organization stakes out for
itself in terms of its I) range of products or services, 2) technology, and 3) population
served (Thompson 1967). The major advantage of describing organizations in terms of
domains is that it casts the organization of production in terms that facilitate the
investigation of change.
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Unlike Costin's approach, however, organizational domain provides an important
place for technology. Indeed, in Contingency Theory, technology plays a crucial role in
structuring organization behavior. Simply put, organizations seek to seal off their core
technologies from uncertainties that may hamper production. Uncertainties may result
from internal sources, such as the core technology itself, or from external sources, such as
the social and natural environments. By casting organizations in terms of domain, it
becomes easier to define potential uncertainties to the organization; uncertainties which
may motivate organizational change. The typologies of the organization of production,
such as community specialization or nucleated workshop (Costin 1991) are empirically
valid and 1 do not advocate discontinuing their use. Rather, 1 only argue that adding
Contingency Theory to the study of the organization of production will increase our
ability to address issues of organizational change.
In the 1982 "Ceramics in Archaeology and Anthropology" Conference held in the
Netherlands, Prudence Rice (1984:234) posed two questions, which I will attempt to
answer some 17 years later: "Are all aspects of a pottery-producing system inherently and
equally resistant to change? If not, then what brings about change in a pottery-producing
system?" Rice was concerned with the apparent paradox that pottery-producing systems
are "singularly conservative and unchanging", while archaeologists spend much time
trying to outline cultural changes on the "basis of colors or squiggles and microscopic
changes in dimensions or constituents of broken pieces of crockery (1984:234)." I
propose that the answers to her questions are no, and uncertainty. Changes that do not
increase uncertainty for the organization are more likely to occur; small changes of
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"colors or squiggles" or microscopic changes in constituents are less likely to result in
critical contingencies for the organizations which produced them. On the other hand,
changes that raise uncertainties for the organization, such as the adoption of new forming
technology, may be less likely to occur. When such adoptions do occur they may
motivate organizational behavior, resulting in a change in the "pottery-producing
system." An excellent example of this is found in Dean Arnold's (1999) study of the
Ticul pottery-producing system, where the adoption of molding techniques have spurred
the development of extra-household workshops.
In closing, the preceding case study of pottery production in Paradijon may seem
remote from the archaeological record; an organization embedded in a modem state may
seem a poor analog for prehistoric societies. However, as the participants in the School of
American Research symposium on change agreed (Hill 1977:272, quoted in Rice 1984),
".. .in explaining change, the nature of our explanations will be the same, whether we use
prehistoric, historic, or contemporary data..."
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APPENDIX A: ILLUSTRATIONS FOR BEHAVIORAL CHAIN
ANALYSIS.
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Figure A. I: Coron Litrohan -Stage 1, profile.
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Figure A.2: Coron Litrohan - Stage 2, profile.
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Figure A.3: Coron Litrohan - Stage 3, profile.
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Figure A.4: Coron Litrohan - Stage 4, profile.
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Figure A.5: Bayangan, Cross-section.
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Figure A.6: Bayangan - Top view.
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Figure A.8: Hinag.
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Figure A.9: Limos.
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Figure A.IO: Masitera Natural Medya Palmera - Stage 1, profile.
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Figure A. 11: Masitera Natural Mecfya Palmera - Stage 2, profile.
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Figure A. 12: Masitera Natural Medya Palmera - Stage 3, profile.
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Figure A. 13: Masitera Natural Medya Palmera — Stage 4, profile.
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Figure A. 14: Masitera Natural Medya Palmera-Singe 5, profile.
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Figure A. 15: Masitera Sampau - Stage 1, profile.
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Figure 16: Masitera Sampau - Stage 2, profile.
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Figure A. 17: Masitera Sampau - Stage 3, profile.
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Figure A. 18: Masitera Sampau - Stage 4, profile.
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Figure A. 19: Kalan Sa Oring- Stage 1, top, profile.
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Figure A.20; Kalan Sa Oring-Stage 1, base, profile.
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Figure A.21: Kalan Sa Oring- Stage 2, top, profile.
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Figure A.22: Kalan Sa Oring- Stage 2, base, profile.
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Figure A.23: Kalan Sa Oring- Stage 3, profile.
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Figure A.24: Ka/anSa Oring- Stage 4, profile.
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Figure A.25; Kalan Sa Oring - Stage 5, profile axis.
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Figure A.26: Kalan Sa Oring- Stage 5, profile A.
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Figure A.27: Kalan Sa Oring - Stage 5, profile B.
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Figure A.28: Kalan Onogan - Stage 1, profile.
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Figure A.29: Kalan Onogan-Stage 2, profile.
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Figure A.30: Kalan Onogan - Stage 3, profile.
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Figure A. 31: Kalan Onogan - Stage 4, profile.
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Figure A.32: Kalan Onogan - Stage 5, profile.
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Figure A.33: Biso - Stage 1, profile.
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Figure 36: Biso - Stage 4, profile.
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Figure A.37: Masitera Natural "Hanging" - Stage 1, profile.
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Figure A.38: Masitera Natural "Hanging" - Stage 2, profile.
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Figure A.39: Masitera Natural "Hanging" - Stage 3, profile.
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Figure A.40; Masitera Natural "Hanging" - Stage 4, profile.
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